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UP TO HER ELBOWS — Karen Harp, senior employment interviewer with the Department for Manpower Services, spends a large
portion of her day sorting and selecting applications which will later
be forwarded to the new Kenlake Foods — upon their request. The

department has recieved over 1,200 applications as a result of the
first two advertisements for employment at the facilities.
Staff photo by Greg Travis

Progress continues at Kenlake Foods
By GREG TRAVIS
ing lot and reconcreting of the truck docks is
Staff Writer
hoped to be completed by mid-September as
Progress toward the renovation, construc- well. Approximately 98 percent of the comtion, and completion of the new Kenlake pany's finished product will go out by truck,
Foods processing plant — at the sight of the remarked Germann.
former Tappan facilities — is running within
A change in the bUilding's roof line is also
two weeks of the company's projected noticeable. "This is to accommodate the five
schedule, stated Bill Germann, plant floor sugar-based operation," he cited.
manager.
The Kenlake Foods plant, when in full pro"As of last week the company currently has duction is designed to process two basic foods
one employee on it's payroll, that of an ad- — a nuts department and a sugar-based dryministrative assistant. "We have several pack department.
clerical applicants going through examinaBaking and roasting nuts, including
tions as well," Germain.) pointed out.
cashew,spanish,and Virginia varieties will be
Approximately 20 other employees are also produced. From the sugar-based section of
in the final stages of a Kentucky training the plant will come gelatins, puddings, tea
group. These employees will combine to form mixes, drink mixes (sugar and non-sugar)
. the core of a start-up group. "As we progress and imported instant tea and coffee powders.
, these people will serve in various capacities,"
"These will be packaged in both pouches
he noted. "They will be our line operators, and canisters," Germann pointed out. Some
technicians, and the like for the entire plant."
instant hot and cold cocoa in a dry-powder
Should all go according to plans, these peo- from will also be porduced.
ple could be on the payroll by mid-September.
Following it's completion at the Murray
Some four-to-six other clerical personnel are facilities, the finished products will then be
also scheduled to start training soon. "These shipped to Kroger distribution centers in Cinpeople will have to travel to Cincinnati for cinnati, Lexington, and Jackson, Tenn. where
orientation training," he added.
it will then be sent to one of 1,250 outlets
By the end of the year approximately 50 reaching from California to Pennsylvania.
employees will be working in the new baking
Should all go well, approximately 175
. nut product plant and administrative depart- employees could be working at the new Murment. "This is quite an accomplishment con- ray company by mid-1983. This figure, a comsidering the amount of work being done," bination of office, administrative, and hourly
stated Germann.
personnel, could likewise increase should the
The bulk of the work Germann is referring demand for greater volume become evident.
to is a 814 million plus expansion currently "We are constantly looking for new prounder construction a the sight. The new ducts," Germann explained. "With our Murfacilities will engulf some 150,000 square feet ray plant as such, we can expand the market
of work space.
to include more variety or increase the proA relocation of several key personnel from duction of those products already online."
the company's Cincinnati operations is also
The Murray facility was chosen for three
underway. Approximately six additional primary reasons, Germann noted. Among
families should be in Murray by September, those, the size of the plant operation desired,
Germann noted.
coupled with the availability of qualified highA resurfacing of the structure's large park- caliber personnel, and the actual location of

the plant.
"Murray's operation will result in reduced
transportation cost to the distribution
centers," interjected the plant manager.
Besides its affiliation with Kroger. the Murray production line may also have the opportunity to solicit work from other outlets as
well. "We are actually pursuing additional
orders." commented Germann. "Naturally,
our first responsibilities are to the Kroger
company, but once our obligations are met
with them we can supply other companies
too."
As in many instances, Murray Stte University will play a role in the operation of
Kenlake Foods. The use of the campus for
seminars and workshops is one reason, the
other being an educational subsidy through
the university.
"We feel this is an extremely attractive fringe benefit for our employees, and from all
indications the applicants feel the same. It is
refreshing to know that there are people willing to work -and continue their education at
the same time," Germann stated.
The next opportunity for employment applications should come in approximately two
weeks. If this call follows suit there should be
an overwhelming response to the employment
advertisments, he said. "Through the Department for Manpower Sevices, we have received in excess of 700 applications for the limited
skilled personnel positions we advertised for,
and over 500 for the clerical department,"
Germann said.
He did point out that although the company
was being fairly selective in it's attempt to fill
these positions, the qualifications of those applying have been extremely high.
Germann expressed the concern, in no
uncertain terms, that the people employed by
the company will have to acquire an extensive
knowledge of the food , processing business
and the cleanliness involved.

Troops honored at scout court of honor
Three Boy Scout Troops — 45, 13
and 77 — held a Court of Honor
Monday night at the First United
Methodist Church.
The ceremony was convened by
Bill Kopperud, Four Rivers Coun-

Charges dismissed
against Burnette

S

FRANKFORT,Ky.( AP) — U.S.
District Court in Memphis. Tenn.
has dismissed a federal grand
jury indictment against state Rep.
Ward "Butch- Burnette, DFulton.
Burnette, 41, was indicted June
15 on charges of unlawfully disposing of collateral pledged to the
U.S. Commodity Credit Corp.
The indictment had alleged that
Burnette sold corn, wheat and soybeans that had been used as
security for $44,594.07 in loans.
The document also said Burnette
had pledged to pay the debt before
selling the grain.
The Burnette file went to Ron
_Mgred
11 s,altsanCY- 114,„gle
Western Kentucky District, who
said he would decide within two
weeks whether to seek an indictment against Burnette in Kentucky

cil District chairman. Kopperud
opened with remarks on the
values of scouting instilled in
America's young men —
character, citizenship and personal fitness.
Dr. David Roos, minister of the
First Christian Church. gave the
invocation. Tom Carruthers.
assistant scoutmaster of Troop 77,
awarded the Tenderfoot rank to
Brian Daughaday, Kyle Roberts
and Chris Middleton.
Dan Grimes, district executive
of the Four Rivers Council,
presented Trip Nix, Brian
Daughaday, Michael Rice and
Michael Muehleman with Second
Class rank.

Kopperud recognized Ken
Mikulcik, Ricky Jobs, Chris Drew,
Mike Robinson, Bobby Peebles
and Brad Mitchell for achieving
the Star rank.
James Weatherly. Scoutmaster
of Troop 45, presented merit
badges to all scouts.
Eagle palms were awarded by
Major Bob Waters, district commissioner, to David Robinson,
bronze; and Don Alan Moseley.
silver. Waters commented that
Moseley had 69 merit badges.
which -was quite an achievement
for any scout." He also commended Moseley for his hard work over
his Eagle rank.
Larry Doyle, scoutmaster of

Troop 13. made special awards to
Chris Drew, Don Moseley and
Michael Bryan for the Fifty Miler
badge and Robin Adams for the
World Conservation Award.
Last in the ceremony was a
presentation to Troop 77 Scoutmaster O.B. Boone by 1982 high
school graduating Eagle Scouts
Paul Austin, Jeff Carruthers,
Brent Clark, Chris Fazi, Samir
Mahfoud, Bill Smith and Don
Moseley. Boone was given a
pewter plate engraved with the
name of each Eagle Scout and the
date the rank was awarded.
Moseley represented the seven
Eagles and expressed appreciation to Troop 77 and Boone.

Christopher,
McCuiston
await meeting
By GREG TRAVIS
Staff Writer
Ron Christopher, chairman of
the Board of Regents of Murray
State University said this morning
— one day before board members
are to meet with Gov. John Y.
Brown, Jr. — that he feels confident the governor will want to
back the majority of the board,
should he Brown) take the time
to attentively listen to their position.
Christopher said he is looking
forward to meeting with the
governor and being allowed this
opportunity to enlighten him in
regard to "the other side of the
issue."
In Christopher's words, the
governor should be made aware of
the fact this is simply another attempt by Murray State's present
leadership to further itself in office.
"I'm certain there has been an
overwhelming response in
Frankfort to the concerns of the
people in this end of the state,"
Christopher commented. Surely
they are aware of how upset we
are over this situation, he added.
In a statement released Monday
night by board member Jere McCuiston, the Trenton resident called for Governor Brown to reconsider his request for resignations
from the seven regents.(See Page
2 for the complete text of McCuiston's statement.)

Jere McCuiston
Cited McCuiston. •'The point is
that he ( Curris ( has outlived his
usefullness at Murray State
University and he should be directing his energies toward finding
employment elsewhere rather
than seeking to impose his will on
the majority of the board."
McCuiston went on to say the he
hoped the governor, whom he:
respected and admired, would
consider this position and support
the university's board in their
decision.
Brown, who has sought the
voluntary resignations of the
board's state-appointed members.
( Continued On Page 2)

Congressional panel
agrees on tax package
WASHINGTON I AP ) — The
congressional panel negotiating a
$98.9 billion tax-increase bill has
reached agreement on most parts
of an included $8-billion package
aimed at catching careless or
cheating taxpayers.
The legislation would provide
the Internal Revenue Service a
way to tighten tax collection on income from savings bonds, capital
gains, barter agreements and
state income-tax refunds — large
chunks of which now escape taxation.
The agreement was reached by
a Senate-House conference committee as President Reagan stepped up efforts to win congressional support for the bill. The
measure would raise about $99

partly sunny
Today partly sunny with
highs in the low 80s. Northeast
winds 5 to 10 mph. Tonight
mostly cloudy with lows in the
lower 60s. Light northeast
winds. Wednesday partly sunny and mild. Highs in the upper
70s to low 80s. light north
winds.
Thursday through Saturday:
Little if any precipitationn.
Highs mainly in the 80s. Lows
mostly 58 to 66.

today's index

Governors push for budget amendment
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AFTON, Okla. ( APi
Conser- version of a "new federalism" message to C. ongress and the
vative mavericks were challeng- program, but plan to consult with voters by making a try, leaders
ing the' leaders of the National the White House before taking it to said.
Governors' Association by
Conservatives. supporters of
Congress.
pushing endorsement of a
The mavericks acknowledged President Reagan and insinipbtigst...bas.larn
litLle chance of gAting the„.tbwe;....PAMbents Utvolved in re-election
amendment before the governors' fourths approval needed to sus- races comprised the maverick
summer meeting comes to a close.
pend the rules and pass a group. Reagan has endorsed a
Meanwhile, the chief exeoutives • balanced-budget-resolution before •--propbsen balanced-budget-amend=
prepared a resolution under which
the conference ended today:
rnent that last week was approved
they would try to write their own
Hut they hoped at least to send a
by the Senate
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billion in taxes and cut Spending,
chiefly for Medicare and
Medicaid. by about $17 billion. over
the next three years.
Reagan, concerned about vocal
opposition to the bill among conservatives, arranged to deliver a
pitch for the bill to 30 Republican
members of the House today. He
called in 15 for arm-twisting-sessions on Monday and, several of
the lawmakers said, won pledges
Continued On Page 2)

Industry dinner
scheduled
at Murray State
-An eight-county Purchase Area
Industry Appreciation Dinner will
be held Thursday. Sept. 2, at 7:30
p.m. in the University Center at
Murray." stated Dick Castleman.
Chairman of the PADD Industrial
Development Task Force.
The second year for this event in
the region, he explained that some
60 companies from throughout the
area will be recognized for con.
tributions not only to their local
community, but to the economic
growth and stability of the entire
Purchase Area.
David L. I,uke III, Chairman of
the Board of Westvaco Corporation will be the keynote speaker
for the dinner.
The dinner. which is expected to
draw around 900 individuals, is
hosted by the Purchase ADD Industrial Development Task Force
and the area's Chambers of Commerce.
Prior to the dinner, beginning at
5:30 p.m. a display area adjacent
to the banquet room at the University Center will be open to the
public. Representatives from a
number of state and local agencies will be present to provide information about programs and
semices available to existing industries.
In addition to the dinner, city
and county officials throughout
the region will be proclaiming
August 29.' September 4, as Incfusrry.47reciatiorf Week
Tickets for the event may be
purchasecLat aryl(: of _the area's
Chambers of.Commerce or at the
Purchase ADD office in Mayfield.
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Team of professional to develop
treatment program for Hinckley
By LARRY MARGASAK
Associated Preto Writer
AP, -- The
WASHINGTON
trial over, the diagnosis done, doctors at St. Elizabeths Hospital will
now work out a treatment program for John W. Hinckley Jr.,
who still "thinks daily: about killing Jodie Foster." the actress.
Hospital spokesman Wayne
Pines said Hinckley 28. and a
team of professionals will jointly
work out the right mix of group
and individual therapy, the proper
dosage of medication — antidepressives — and the activities in
which he can participate.
Hinckley was •sent to the
federally financed facility on June
21 after a jury found him innocent
by reason of insanity on charges of
shooting President Reagan and
three other men.
On Monday. U.S. District Judge
Barrington D. Parker ordered
Hinckley committed to the facility
indefinitely, meaning he will
undergo treatment. Until now, he
has been evaluated.
Parker. accepting the report of
St. Elizabeths' doctors, found that
Hinckley is -at the present time

and will in the reason.Uir tuture
be dangerous to himself or
others "
Hinckley, wearing a pinstrip
shirt, no sport coat and dark
trousers without a belt, appeared
in Parker's courtroom for the first
time since his acquittal.
In a firm voice, he told Parker
he was waiving his right to a hearing on his release. Discussing the
doctors' evaluation of his current
mental state, Hinckley said. "I
don't necessarily agree with their
opinion."
The law allows Hinckley to petition the court every six months to
free him, and he must ask permission any time wants to leave the
hospital grounds. even for a few
hours.
The St. Elizabeths report called
Hinckley "an unpredictably
dangerous person." Doctors said
Hinckley suffers from four major
personality disorders and major
depression, which they said is in
"partial remission."
"Presently, he thinks dairy
about killing Jodie Foster," the
actress with whom carried on a
one-sided love affair and who he

, I ,

tried to impress by shooting the
president, the report said

Fan
at S

In the recent past, he has ex
pressed sexual and aggressive
ideas about Ms. Foster," the
report said. "He has more frequent thoughts of murdering her
he now has thoughts of raping
her
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Pines said the hospital must
now decide whether to move Hinckley: from the 8-by-13 foot room in
a ward with patients whose mental state is being evaluated .

Marijuana seized
An early morning raid by the
Calloway County Sheriff's Office
today yielded some 112 marijuana
plants near an abandoned house
south of Midway.
According to Sheriff David
Ballentine, an investigation into
the incident — which netted the
department several thousand
dollars worth of the illegal weed —
is currently underway by his office.

Regent issues statement Regents...
EDITOR'S NOTE — The following text is a written statement
from Murray State University Regent Jere McCuiston released Monday night.)
"Statements about the situation at Murray State University are
plentiful in the aftermath of Gov. Brown's unfortunate move to try to
effect a wholesale change in the membership of our board of regents.
Some of the statements have come from people who have some
familiarity with the turmoil on the campus, but too many have come
from sources with absolutely no idea at all of the issue.
-As a member of the board for the past six years and one whose
continuation on the governing board has now been made a focal point
in the press. I feel compelled at this time to make some observations
for the record.
"My attitude from the beginning — because I love Murray State
University and because my only motivation has been its welfare —
has been one of cooperation always and sometimes, and I have
subscribed without bitterness to the philosophy. whether I win or
lose, that the will of the majority of the board is to be followed.
"I object, therefore, to what would be the net effect of Gov.
Brown's proposal. He is saying to us in essesnce that the majority of
the board has acted, but the president of the university does not like
the decision; therefore the board should surrender to the president
by relinguishing its legal authority and stepping aside. I hope the
governor. whom I respect and admire, will reconsider that position
and support the majority of the board and a decision that has already
been made.
-One issue and only one issue has divtded the board of regents —
and that issue is Dr. Constantine W. Curris, the president. He has
himself promoted that division by using the press to make vague and
unfounded charges against the majority of the board without offering
one iota of support for his accusations. I intend to remain silent no
longer.
Curris seems to feel that he is being abused because the board
voted not to extend his contract past its expiration on June 30, 1983.
Kentucky law does not give him or any president of a state university
a lifetime contract.
-Instead, state law gives the board of regents the authority to
make the decision, for any reason it deems appropriate, as to
whether a president's expiring contract will or will not be renewed.
We made that decision on May 22 and showed Dr. Curris the courtesy
of notifying him at that early date so that he could begin the process
of seeking new employment.
"My feeling against offering my resignation is firm for even
another reason, a reason which cannot be understood except by people who have made it a point to investigate the feelings of university
employees-wholivein day-to-day uncertainty.
-The university president, by virtue of the internal political tools
at his command — salaries, promotions, jobs, work assignment and
control of the upper administrative echelon — is in a position of overwhelming power from the standpoint of reward and punishment. I
believe it is necessary for the board to be sensitive and alert to any
possible abuse of power and that protection against arbitrary power
is always a proper concern and. in fact, a responsibility of a policymaking body.
"Gov. Brown's attempt to intervene might be construed as the last
stand for Dr. Curris. It must be traumatic for a man who relishes
power to be faced suddenly with the lose of it. I can appreciate that.
"However, Dr. Curris is still a young man, and if he truly has the
ability he is often given credit for. he should have little problem in
continuing his career elsewhere. I'm certain many institutions in
higher education are seeking people of outstanding leadership.
-The point is that he has outlived his usefulness at Murray State
University and he should be directing his energies toward finding
employment elsewhere rather thall seeking to impose his will on the
majority of the board.-

(Continued From Page 11
is currently attending the National Governors Conference ir,
Oklahoma and was unavailable
for comment. An aide to the
governor, however, stated that he
will return to the capitol tonight in
preperation for tomorrow's
scheduled meeting with the
regents.
Press aide Frank Fox noted that
from all iodications the sever
state-appointed Murray regent
will be in attendance. "I have talked with six of them personally and
had a message from the seventh
that they will all be here for the 2
p.m. EDT 1 p.p. CDT convening," he said.
The nucleus of the continuing
battle between the regents and the
university's leadership seemingly
falls on the refusal to renew a con-.
tract with it's president, Dr. Constantine Curris.
Expressed McCuiston, Kentucky law does not give Curris or
any president of a state institution
a lifetime contract. "Dr. Curris is
still a young man, and if he truly
has the ability he is often given
credit for, he should have little
problem in continuing his career
elsewhere."
Curris' contract is scheduled to
expire June 30, 1983. McCuiston
had stated he felt the board was
more than courteous in providing
the president with ample time to
begin his search for other employment.
Wednesday's meeting between
Gov. Brown and the board of
regents will be, more than likely,
strickly discussion in nature,
pointed out Fox. "Only the governor knows the direction he intents
to take to resolve these indifferences and he hasn't expresses
many of those except his desire to
end this ongoing skirmish," Fox
said.
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RETIRES — Five time King of the Hoboes, Steam Train Maury Graham, 65, is retiring
from a carefree life as a hobo, and riding the rails free. He now travels about the country in a
camper, worries about gas mileage,frets about appointments,and to top it off, there may be
a wife in his future. King Steam Train Maury will be in Britt. Iowa to start the National Hobo
Convention running Aug. 5-7.
I AP Laserphoto

Steel industry takes another drop

cent in the week ended Aug. 6 to other steelmakers in rejecting an
By LORRAINE CICHOWSKI
1.257 million tons compared with agreement forged last week betAP Business Writer
The nation's second largest the previous week. The industry's ween Reagan administration ofproduction amounted to 42.6 per- ficials and Europeans aimed at
steelmaker ordered a new round
settling a steel dispute by reducof cutbacks as production in the cent of capacity during the week.
Domestic steelmakers have ing this year's shipments of 11
troubled industry took another dip
blamed sharp increases in im- European steel products to the
and a dispute raged in Washington
over steel imports. Meanwhile, ported steel for many of their pro- United States. In exchange, the
domestic producers would have
blems.
the possibility of increased
been required to drop unfair trade
bankruptcies among energy comAlso on Monday, Bethlehem complaints against the Europanies loomed.
Steel joined U.S. Steel and several peans.
Bethlehem Steel Corp. said
Monday it was eliminating
automatic pay raises and slashing
benefits for 21.000 white-collar
workers in a bid to save $.30
million a year. The cutbacks affect all salaried workers.
It was the second economy
move announced recently by
Bethlehem and followed similar
actions by other steelmakers, inBy PAUL RAEBURN
cluding industry leader U.S. Steel
AP Science Writer
Corp.
The American Iron and Steel InATLANTA ( AP) — There are grins, beams and smirks — 1,814,400
ways in all to turn a frown upside down -- so when the world smiles
stitute, an industry trade group,
with you it can have a world of different meanings, a psychologist
said steel production fell 0.7 persays.
The Calloway County School
Larry Stettner of Wayne State University in Detroit says smiling is
Board will discuss several items
complicated and important form of self-expression, and improved
when it meets at 6:30 p.m. Thursknowledge of it has practical applications.
(Continued From Page 1)
day.
Besides, it feels good, Stettner said Monday at a symposium on his
of support from about a dozen of
The agenda is to include personfavorite subject at a meeting of the International Primatological
nel. food service bids, CETA con- the group.
Society.
"We feel somewhat more confitract, request from Dr. Glenn
"It's like discovering a language system," Stettner said. "I've
Wilcox and the superintendent's dent" about the bill, said White
become ensnared in working out the vocabulary of smiling."
House spokesman Larry Speakes.
report.
Addressing the symposium, he said there are many different kinds
"We're still behind (but)he's
of smiles, 1,814,400 by his estimate. -That could be off by several
clearly making progress in those
hundred thousand," he said, smiling.
meetings. It now appears to be
Stettner, an exuberant man with a booming voice, turned serious to
more of a presenting the facts job
explain some of the practical applications of his work.
than a selling job."
"A lot of people are interested in smiles," he said. People who
"You don't have much of an
study a foreign language, for example, ought to know what different
alternative- to the tax increase, if
smiles signify in different cultures.
the federal budget and interest
"You learn a language but you don't learn the non-verbal
rates are to be reduced, Rep.
language. It would be useful to know what these other people are
Silvio Conte, R -H.!., told
communicating with their smiles J."
reporters.
It likewise would be useful to know when people are faking a smile.
Rep. Edward R. Madigan, RA colleague of Stettner's on a trip to the Soviet Union recently found
111., said Reagan used the meeting
that the KGB — the Soviet intelligence agency — was very interested
to threaten a veto of any spending
in being able to spot a false smile. They questioned him in detail
bills that exceed the budget.
about his work.
Madigan said he left the
Dentists and plastic surgeons would like to know more about smilmeeting "thinking the president
ing so that they can repair teeth and faces without changing the
will do much better on this tax
meaning in a patient'ssmile.
bill" than he had originally
Stettner also is looking at mother-child pairs to try to identify the
thought.
meaning of various smiles.
Reagan has been meeting with
Most of what is known about smiling comes from such studies of inHouse Republicans in an effort to
fants and their parents. Sidney Perloe of Haverford College in Pennput down a rebellion that
sylvania tried to determine why fathers tend to smile less at the anthreatens the tax billond, with it,
tics of babies than mothers do.
his plans for cutting government
It had been thought that fathers had less reason than mcithers to
borrowing.
develop a rapport with infants because fathers play a smaller role in
Lyn • Nofziger, formerly
nurturing the infant.
Reagan's political director, was
MURRAY STATE-OHIO UNIVERSITY CONNECTION - Journalism educators with ties to both Murray
leaa like& t...noil..meroly hosts:limp
r.
St 5..Loa.2z.
i.4e0con..e-rvatre.-c.--chaige
State University and Ohio University attendedark Ohio journalism a lumnireunion daring the Associatiori toi
watched by other adults, and they
that
being
aware
are
are
they
they
the
last
bill
against
But,
week.
by
sponsored
the
was
reception
Athens
The
Ohio.
Education In Journalism nrional convention in Athens.
apparently fear that such behavior might be unbecoming.
Messenger Those attending included from left Dr Bob McGaughey, chairman of the MSU Department of ' after being sOjected- to-a bit of
The work of Perloe, Stettner and others who spoke at Monday's
Journstlism andgRadio-TV and a graduate of both MSU and Ohio U. Dr. I.. J, Hortin, an MSU grad _who served.,,,,Reagari:s friendly coaxing, ..wa_a
symposium is only the first step thward understanding the
persuaded to turn 180 degrees. He
as director of journalism at both MSU and Ohio U.; Mrs. I.. J. Hortin. an MSU grad; Dr. Edgar Trotter, a
significance-of smiles.
is now leading a White House camgraduate of both MSU and Ohio U. and currently professor at California State University, Fullerton; and Dr.
Perloe made that clear by showing a slide of the Mona Lisa and
paign for enactment of the bill.
Carl Denbow, an Ohio U. grad who served as the graduate coordinator for journalism at MSU and is now in
asked."Why is this woman smiling?"
-.working as an unpaid adviser,
public relations with Ohio U.

Keep on smilin'

A grin from the chin is important,
complicated form of self-expression

School board to meet
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perspective
Fans lose b'ball
at San Francisco
All goou sports fans are saddened by the Uruversity of San Francisco's decision to abolish its men's
basketball program. The action by university
President Father John LoSchiavo marks an ignoble
end to one of the great intercollegiate sport traditions. But it was a tough courageous call that had to
be made to preserve the integrity of a 127-year-old
institution.
Over the years, USF won two national championships as well as an NIT tourney and produced many
All-America players. Some like Bill Russell and
K.C. Jones brought additional honor to USF when
they went on to greater glory in the professional
ranks.
But the pressure to produce winning teams exacted a terrible price on USF. In receht years the
athletic program was under continual investigation
by the NCAA for recruiting and scholarship violations. The basketball program twice was penalized
with probationary periods that forced USF to
change its coaching staff. When the Quintin Dailey
scandal surfaced, as well as reported recruiting
violations concerning a
school prospect,
LoSchiavo felt the university's reputation had been
tarnished enough.
His decision is bound to be unpopular with many
USF students, and alumni who share much of the
blame for encouraging the cheating. The abolition
of basketball may jeopardize the future of 12
student-athlete members of the team, though they
will be allowed to keep their scholarships or
transfer to other schools.
If college sports can ever shed its big-business,
big-scandal image, maybe basketball can rebound
at USF. If it can't, other college presidents, no
doubt, will joint LoSchiavo in questioning whether
winning is worth the price of prostituting the principles on which institutions of higher education
were founds.
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Last year, when the Reagan administration was
confidently predicting significant economic growth
and lots of new jobs, Congress agreed to a plan that
would tighten the eligibility rules for extended
unemployment benefits. Since then, of course, the
situation has changed dramatically. Unemployment, in fact, is growing,and so is the length of time
it is taking for an unemployed worker to find a new
job: But the plan has not been scrappd. In October,
about a dozen states, are expected to become ineligible for the federal matching funds that now
enable them to continue paying people unemployment benefits for an extra 13 weeks after the initial
26-week benefit period runs out.
This change was originally billed as a budgetbalancing measure. Indeed, since long-term
unemployment has become a severe problem in
many states, the change of eligibility rules is expected to save the federal government up to $2
billion in the next fiscal year. But it is curelly inappropriate to rescue the federal budget from the effects of the recession by penalizing the people
whom the recession has thrown out of work.
It is also inexcusable for the Reagan administration to insist on going through with this particular
piece of belt-tightening as if it were a matter of
principle. For it was the administration's own faulty estimates that got the plan passed, the administration's own policy of using unemployment to
squeeze inflation out of the system that created the
need for extended unemployment benefiV, and the
administration's deficit-ridden fiscal- policy that
has created the need for budget-cutting.
Congress, recognizing that the unemployment
situation is grave, is working on a relief bill. But so
far, the discussion has only been about adding an
additional 13 weeks of unemployment benefits — at
federal expense — when both the original 26 weeks
and the extended 13 weeks have run out. No one
seems to have noticed that, because of the eligibility rule change, very few states will be eligible for
either the first 13-week extension or the additional
13 weeks of relief now being proposed. And the
Reagan administration, cheerfully bargaining over
the length of the extension — whether it should be 13
weeks or 10 weeks — says it will not give an inch on
the far more important question of which states will
be able to get any extended benefits at all.
It is time for the representatives from the states
likely to lose benefits to act. At minimum, the absurdity of trying to trim the budget by adding
, benefits in some states while reducing them in
others should be brought to the attentin of the entire
Congress.
It would be far better if the federal government
would acknowledge that now is not the time to cut
unemployment benefits.
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garrotes gallery

by m.c. gorrott

Many a working wife would like
a man at home like Joe Pat Farley

•IP

I enjoy Joe Pat Farley. He grew up
about 300 yards from where he lives
today out on the old Murray-Paris
Road.
He well remembers circuses passing his home enroute to Murray
from Paris. The big animals — the
elephants, giraffes and the others —
they walked. Cages mounted on
mule-drawn wagons housed the lions,
tigers, monkeys and what-have-you.
Johnson's Creek crossed the road
near the Farley place, and when the
circus folks came to it, they would
pause long enough to water the walking animals in it. Then they would go
on into Murray to set up their big top
on East Main Street about where
Holton-Haverstock Insurance and
Murray Supply are today.
A lot of water has trickled down
Johnson's Creek since those days,
and even though Joe Pat wandered
around a bit, saw a little of the country and tried his hand at several
things, he came back to Calloway
County to live.
Today, he lives on what is known as
the old Otis Johnson place, across the
creek and just north of his father's
old place. There were 42 acres when
he bought it 10 years ago, but he has
sold off all but 10 of them.
For 25 years, Joe Pat operated an
auto body shop just acfoss the creek
from where he lives today, most of
the time handling body work for Max
Walker, L.J. Hill and Bill Crouse
before a heart problem forced him to
give it up.
But, he's not one to sit around
checking his pulse. He's doing
something every minute — and right
there at home where he says he
would rather be than anywhere else
in the world.
•••

Seated at a picnic table on his 30by-30-foot covered patio and surrounded by some of his interesting
mementos, I had a delightful visit
with him the other day.
The patio once was an old chicken
house. He had "run out the
chickens," removed its roosts and
sides, braced it with six big utility
poles — one at each corner and three
up the center — put in a two-level used brick floor. Next, he used a 55gallon drum as a guide to brick up a
circular barbecue grill about waist
high.
Around the sides are all kinds of
farm implements and paraphernalia
of days gone by — breaking plows,
double shovels, a mowing machine
blade, corn sheller and others. Hanging along the eaves are all kinds of
potted plants.
When dinner is ready on the patio,
guests are summoned by the ringing
of a bell which once tolled aboard a
Tennessee River boat.
A favorite of the little folk is Joe
Pat's "talking horse," the skull of a
horse mounted on a post with the jaw
operated by a rope. Of course, the
voice is Joe Pat's.
•••
Nearby is his shop where he spends
a lot of time. In it is his forge, which
came out of the old Illinois-Central
Railway chops at Paducah and which
cost him $5. He put an electric blower
on it, and, using ground-up coal, can
in 20 minutes get a quarter-inch-thick
piece of steel hot enough to twist by
hand. He also has all the related tools
of a black-smith's shop, including an
air compressor and paint gun.
"Anybody with a teenage boy driving ought to have an air compressor
and a paint gun," he laughed.
His 150-pound anvil is a story in

itself. He paid $10 for it 25 years ago.
The late Wilson Farley had used it for
50 years before that in a blacksmith
shop at New Concord. He also had
paid $10 for it. It is securely fastened
to a stump of a blue gum tree 30 inches in diameter.
One of Joe Pat's winter activities is
"fixing up" discarded bicycles to
give to ditadvantaged children,
rebuilding and repainting them until
they are like new. Last winter, he
restored and gave away nine of them.
•••
Joe Pat's mother, the former Fay
Booker of Murray. died when he was
born. His father, who died in 1932,
then married the former Maybelle
Spann. There were six children in all,
four born during the first marriage
and two during the second.
With exception of a half-sister,
Josephine (Mrs. Theo) Hannah, who
lives in Tuscumbia, Ala., all live in
Calloway County — Mildred I Mrs.
Maynard) Ragsdale, Bernice ( Mrs.
Hill r Gardner,O.B. and Pete.
Mrs. Farley, who is responsible for
all the flowers around their home, is
the former Wilma Lois Beale. She
grew up in Independence, Mo., not
far from the Harry Trumans. She
met Joe Pat while he was driving a
cab in Independence and living with
an uncle out there. They were married in 1942.
She became the first woman
employed in the Murray post office,
where she has been for the past 16
years.
They have six children. Meredith is
married to David Miller, a son of
Claude and Modelle, and lives in
Houston, Tex., where he teaches industrial arts in the space center high
school.
Jane ( Mrs. Don) Hart also is in

Houston, where she works with an oil
company. Peggy Pat is married to
Elmer Hall, who coaches football on
an Indian reservation at Chinlee,
Arizona.
Lynn is Mrs. Louie Strom. They
live in Fort Wayne, Ind., where she
works with TV Guide and he plays in
a band. Mike and Robin, the two
youngest, work in auto body shops in
the county.
•••
There is many a working wif- in
Murray who would appreciate a man
at home like Joe Pat. He does all the
cooking, house cleaning, washing
and ironing for Wilma. It's the same
on Sunday. He prepares the dinner.
His specialty, he says, is fried
chicken with hot biscuits and gravy,
butterbeans and some fried corn.
"Put a little skillet-baked cornbread
with that and you've got a meal," he
chuckled.
He also puts up pickles and freezes
all kinds of vegetables from his 150foot-square garden. Three freezers
and three refrigerators are full of his
handiwork. "Why, I don't even know
what all is in them," he laughed,
palming a package of frozen
blackberries. Last year, he picked 17
gallons of the berries. This year,
because of the cold weather in the
spring, there were none to pick.
•••
A lifelong Democrat, Joe Pat is a
member of Memorial Baptist Church
and for 25 years was tyler of Masonic
Lodge 105. Most of that time it met
over Wallis Drug Store, and the coal
for the stove was dumped on the
street below and had to be taken
upstairs in skuttles.
But, a lot of water also has tickled
along Johnson's Creek, since then,
too.
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looking back in murray's past
Ten years ago
Gail Herndon is chairman for
Breath of Life Fund Raising Campaign in Murray.
Deaths reported include Prof. Lou
H. Edmondson, 63, Mrs. Marilyn
Wilson Lax. 40, Charles D. Starks, 42,
and Russell E. Teague,66.
John Watson, son of Mr. and Mrs.
W. Edward Watson, has been promoted to sergeant while serving as a
computer operator at McConnell
AFB,Kansas.
Births reported include a boy to U.
and Mrs. David Padgett and a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Sykes, Aug. 4:
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Higgins,
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Dennis
Faulkner and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Garry Turbeville. Aug. 7.
Twenty years ago
Thirty-two officers and enlisted
men who served with Company M,
393th Regiment of Murray during
recently comple.tesLactive duty of II -.
months were honored at Murray
Rotary Club luncheon yesterday.
Calloway County Judge
)) •
Miller was speaker.
All Calloway County Schools will
open Aug. 27, according to Buron Jef4

roberr-or

•
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frey, superintendent. School principals are William B. Miller,
Calloway High: Charlie Lassiter,
Almo; Franklin Jones, Faxon; Baxter Wheatley, Hazel: M.B. Rogers.
Kirksey;' Raymond Story. Lynn
Grove: Otis Lovins, New Concord.
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Parks have
returned home after a visit with their
son. Swann Parks and family of Clinton, Iowa.
Round steak is listed as selling for
89 cents per pound in ad for Parker's
Food Market.
Thirty years ago
.S.V. Foy, County Extension Agent.
said he had 200 tons of hay being held
for farmers of the county if they
needed it. It is owned by Wisconsin
farmers with cost being about $36 per
ton.
Will Mac Jones and Jimmy Boone
of Murray High School Football
Squad will play in the East-West All
Star Football Game on Aug. .16 at
Lexington. Preston Hollatut, Murr'gr
High ('oach, will be one of the assi;•
•
twit-coaches. •
. "A fellow who knows his business
is Wesley Waldrop." from the' colAmin, —Seen & Heard Around Mur-

These are not my figures, but I did
To The Editor,
read them from a reliable source and
President Reagan is continually
felt that the public should know.
asking the American public to
We think of Senators and Contighten their belts and claims we
gressman getting a salary of
should all sacrifice. Last year he won
$60,662.50 per year, but the Buck
a tax cut with the help of many
doesn't stop here. The expenses to
democrats. Now he wants a $98.9
run these office staffs, etc. etc, are
billion tax increase that is causing
astronomical. The Chairman of the
concern even among the
Board at Ford Motor Co. can't equal
Republicans,as it is an election year.
it.
This proves one thing. Its a fact that
I'll just use a few examples: Staff
our Law Makers are more concerned
salaries run up to laver $1 million a
of their re-election than they are of
year with salaries of up to $52,000. So
the welfare of the people. This is
it takes a big staff in order to pay out
typical of Reagonomic flip-flop deci1 million dollars. Then there is
sions.
$192,000 a year for employees to
Several congressmen last year
assist Senators in their Senate Comeven said Quote: We went along with
mitees. The office expense account
Reagan so he couldn't say that we
runs up to $125.000 depending on
weren't trying to help. They are now
which State vou represent. This
saying they knew Reagonomics
amounts to portal to Portal pay.
would't work. Then why go along
Then they also have a State office
with a program when your heart is
expense account of up to $31,000 for
not in it. I'll tell you why. Their
things such as draperies. office
Political future.
equipment etc, etc. They also receive
The American working people are
up to $5.000 for travel pay every year.
asked to give up hard won benefits
and concessions. Yes! The working 'We pay taxes and they do travel. I
also read where thay are aloyved
man is sacrificing while prices con47.000 to cover newsletters, statinue going up. with no end in sight. I
tionery, postage etc etc, plus another
think its about time our Government
$6.000 for telephones.
along with our Congress and Senate
I am not a mathamatician. but the
start sacrificing a little themselves.
above figures must run close to 1
Space does not permit me to quote
Billion dollars per year. It was also
all figures on salaries and expenses
stated when these funds are freely
of our Congressmen and Senators.
transferable among these
But I read some startling figures on
allowances. Yes! I believe in tightenexpenses that I could hardly believe.
ing our belts. But I also belileve that
our Government should practice
what they preach.
ray" by James C. Williams.
Oh! Like Reagan they all have
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Jones and Miss
liberal vacation time. I believe our
Shirley Joyce Chiles are visiting Mrs. space shuttle even made an extra orJones' brother. Herman Outland and
bit around the earth. so Reagan could
family of Memphis. Tenn.
get another hour of sleep.
Alex Pall
Rt. 3 Box-13W
Murray. Ky. 42071

thoughts
in season

by Ken Wolf
Choosing how we will react to life is
an important part of. living it successfully. There are many ways of
expressinrg this truth. Here is the one
chosen by the Greek philosopher
Epictetus in his famous Manual.
written.in the first century Al)
Everything has two handles.
one by which you can carry it,
the other by which you cannot.
If your brother wrongs you, do
not take it by that handle, the
handle of his wrong. for you
, cannot carry it by that, but ,
rather by the other handle
that he is a brother, brought up
4 with you, and then you will take
it by the handle that you can
carry by.
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Dale Dix wins honors

Travis-Boggess vows solemnized
Miss Karen Lynn
Travis, daughter of Mr
and Mrs. Jerry Travis of
Rt. 1, Dexter:' 'and
Michael Taylor Boggess
,son of Mr. and Mrs
Micky Boggess, 1706
Magnolia Dr., Murray.
were married Friday.
June 18.
The ceremony was
solemnized in a double
ring ceremony at the
Ledbetter Baptist
Church. The Rev. Ricky
Cunningham, cousin of
the bride,officiated.
A program of music
was presented by Miss
Tammy -Crouse, pianist,
and Mrs. - Celisa Cunningham and Mark Willie
as Singers.
The vows were exchanged in front of a
brass branch covered in
greenery with fern and
fern branches to the side.
Candlelight brass stands
were on each side. The
unity candle was placed
near the altar.
The bride
The bride, escorted by
her father, was given in
marriage by her parents.
She wore a formal gown
of white chantilly type'
lace with an empire
bodice featuring a sheer
lace yoke edged by a narrow ruffle aaorned with
satin ribbon and a stand
up ruffled neckline.
Sheer lace fitted
sleeves were ruffled at
the wrists to match the
yoke and collar. The
flared skirt was enhanced
by a lace overskirt poufed
at the hemline in an
Austrian drape adorned
with tiny satin bows
above a sheer organza
flounce applied with
bands of satin forming a
chapel length train.
A fingertip length Mantilla of -English net encircled with matching
satin bands and lace ruffling completed the bridal
ensemble.
The bride carried a silk
bouquet with a large orchid in the center surrouned
by white roses
and rosebuds with white
daisies, baby's breath
and white satin
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and Mrs. Elmo Boggess
A former Murray resiand Mr. and Mrs. Ruble
dent, Dale Dix, has been
Taylor, grandparents of
named a winner of landthe groom; Mr. and Mrs.
scaping awards in The
Dock Boggess and Mr.
Auxiliary of the Pasco
and Mrs. Steve Duncan,
Builders Association
great-grandparents of the
show in Wesley Chapel,
groom.
Fla.
The wedding was
Mr. Dix designed and
directed by Mrs. June
installed this year'q comCunningham, aunt of the
mercial winner, Sadbride.
dlebrook Resort, Inc., as
Miss Mitzi Boggess,
well as this year's institusister of the groom, kept
tional winner,
the register at a table
Withlacoochee River
covered with white lace
Electric Cooperative,
over baby blue and
Dade City, Fla.
centered with an arThe winner is a
rangement of white cargraduate of Murray State
nations, blue daisies,
University. He and his
baby's breath and
wife, the former Gail
greenery.
Brandon, live in Wesley
Reception
Chapel with their three
A reception followed at
Dale Dix shows designs
children.
the Community Room of
the North Branch of the
Peoples Bank, Murray.
The bridal table,
draped with a floor length
Miss Teresa Ann in the church fellowship
cousin of the groom-elect.
white lace cloth over Bridges, daughter of Mr. hall.
All friends and
yellow lace, was centered and Mrs. Clayton
relatives are invited to atDirecting the wedding
with an arrangement of Bridges, and Robert and the reception will be
tend the ceremony and
mixed flowers flanked by Keith Wicker, son of Mr. Miss Belinda Suiter,
the reception.
brass candelabra holding and Mrs. Gary Wicker,
yellow candles.
have completed plans foi
The two-tiered cake their wedding on Saturwas decorated with sugar day, Aug. 14.
orchids and draped with
The vows will be exicing crowned ,by sugar changed at 7 p.m. at Elm
bells. It featured clusters Grove Baptist Church
of baby blue roses and with the Rev. Calvin
rosebuds. The cake was Wilkins officiating.
adorned by four blue and A program of music
white satin bells with a will be presented by Mrs.
cascade of roses falling Paula Kinsolving.
Alli
By Abigail Van Buren
from each bell.
pianist, and Mrs. Loma
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Taylor Boggess
Punch, nuts and mints Borders, vocalist.
• .
were also served from
Miss Bridges has
streamers with love was flower girl. She wore bride, and Mark Boggess, crystal appointments.
Chosen Miss Shelia Irvin
a formal floor length brother of the groom.
knots.
Serving were Mrs. Ed- as her maid of honor.
The bride's something dress of baby blue designTony Travis, brother of ward Hale, Mrs.
Charles Bridesmaids will be Miss
old was a strand of pearls ed with lace around the the bride, was
Smotherman and Mrs. Sally Grasty and Miss DEAR ABBY: I was disgusted when I read the letter from
from her grandmother collar, neck and bottom ringbearer. He wore a Hubert Boyle.
"Loves to Eat," the teen-ager whose father offered her $100
Kristy Clark.
that her mother had pass- hemline. She carried a baby blue tuxedo with
to lose 10 pounds. She lost the weight, collected the money,
Ricebags were
Mr. Wicker has chosen then reverted to her piggish ways and gained it- all back
ed down: something new wicker basket with blue tails and a carnation distributed by
Miss Wen- Roger Wilson as his
was her gown; something and white rosebuds.
again.
boutonniere. He carried dy Smotherman.
bestman. Groomsmen Her father asked her to return the $100,so she asked you it
borrowed was a lacey slip
The groom
the wedding rings on a The couple left for
S will be Marty Carraway he
entitled to it. I was disappointed when you said,"No,
from her cousin; The groom was attired white satin pillow edged. wedding trip
to Clear- and Terry Lassites•
wasn't spelled out when the deal was•rnade." =
sohlething- -blue was- her in a snow white formal in chantilly lace with long water
Beach, Fla. They
Miss Terra Jones will A by-, the father thought "Fatso" would realize how much
garter.
tuxedo with tails and -ae- white -satin streamers. now are residing in
the be, flower girl. Dusty better she looked after she lost the weight and therefore
Mrs. Regina Williams, cented white ruffles edg- The pillow was made by Mur-CalApts., Murray.
Burkeen, cousin of the would keep it off. All fathers want .their daughters to be
cousin of the bride, was ed in baby blue. His Mrs. Zelda Cunningham,
Rehearsal Dinner
bride-elect,
will serve as pretty and more desirable for marriage.
maid of honor. She wore a boutonniere was a white grandmother of the bride.
When that teen,-ager is fat and 40, she'll be lucky ifshe has
Mr. and Mrs. Micky ringbearer.
formal gown of baby blue carnation with baby's
The bride's mother Boggess, 'parents of
a chance to marry a widower with five kids who need a
the
Ushers
will
be
Kenny
designed with a fitted breath and flanked with wore a formal gown of groom, were hosts for
housekeeper and babysitter!
the
DISGUSTED IN WYOMING
bodice, full skirt with a greenery.
baby blue organza. The rehearsal dinner at Bridges, brother of the
bride-elect,
and
Michael
•
hemline flume bordered
David Williams served groom's mother wore a Dakota Feed and
Grain Wicker, brother of the DEAR -DISGUSTED: You are obviously coming
with sheer at the bottom, as bestman and formal gown of pale Restaurant. Gifts
were groom-elect.
from the "old days" when girls were taught that all
and- elbow length sheer groomsman. He and the yellow organza. They presented to the
atten- Presiding at the they had to do was look "pretty" and some rich man
sleeves with the split go- father of the bride were wore corsages of white dants by the bridal
cou- register will be Miss would marry them and take care of them for the rest
ing up to the shoulder.
attired in baby blue for- orchids. Each was ple.
Teresa Suiter, cousin of of their lives.
She. carried a white mal tuxedoes with blue on presented a red rose at
the groom-elect. Rice Well, times have changed. thank God!Today,young
wickerfan with an assort- white ruffled shirts. Each the close of the
women are learning to be self-sufficient, so they
ment of white daisies wore a boutonniere of ceremony.
President Tito of flowers will be won't have to marry a meal ticket like some of our
with rosebuds, baby blue white carnations with
Special guests were Yugoslavia met with distributed by Miss Carol grandmothers did.(P.S. If you look around, you'll see
backing and blue and baby's breath and Mr. and Mrs. Garnett Pope Paul V1 in 1971. It Underhill and Yancy many women who are fat and 40, fantastically
white satin ribbons.
greenery.
Cunningham and Tom was the first official visit Burkeen, cousins of the successful, and single by choice.)
Miss Wendy Smother- Ushers were Mark Mc- Edd Travis, grand- by a communist head of bride-elect.
A reception will follow DEAR ABBY: Our 22-year-old grandson is wearing one
man,cousin of the groom, Cuiston, cousin of the parents of the bride; Mr. state to the Vatican.
earring. Is there any special reason for this'?
••••••
•••••
HIGHLAND PARK, 11.1..
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Wedding plans announced

Reader Chews Out Teen-ager
Who Can't Say No to Food

HOLIDAY RESTAURANT in Aurora

We Are Moving!
Any payments or
business after
12 noon on
Tuesday should be
done at the new
Chestnut Hills location.

"7=74.7.::"
W4°43.'31111

•
chostnut Rt. 753.3314

Oro, 7 15•SIart R 1 S

HIGHWAY 121 SOU H

MONDA V. WEDNESDA -RUDA
BREAKFAST SPECIAL
1 eggs
Sausage, bacon or horn
Biscuits and gravy
$225
Coffee

TUESDA T-THURSDAY-SATURDA r
SPECIAL

$1.00 off any Fish Dinner
J.)

Turkey and dressing served every Sunday

large area behind restaurant for free set ups arts and crafts - yard sales - flea market, etc.
474-8854
OPEN 6 o.m. to 10 p.m.
dref—
s,u
,•••••rer.

Sinking Springs

REVIVAL Baptist Church

DEAR PARK: Maybe he lost the other one. Ask
him.
DEAR ABBY: As the mother of three teen-aged boys, may
I respond to that 14-year-old girl whose parents refuse to let
her have her own phone even though she's willing to pay for
it herself?
I hope your parents stick by their decision. I wonder if
they know how rude you are? When you telephone here
asking for my son, you never say,"Hello Mrs. Jones, this is
Patty. May 4 please speak to Bill?" All I hear is a curt, -Is
Bill there?" And if I say he's out for the evening, why do you
persist, "Where is he? Is he at Tommy's? When will he be
home?" That's clearly none of your business!
Did you realize that while you prattled on and on last
night, Bill left the phone, got himself a snack and returned
without your knowing that he missed 10 minutes of your
fascinating monologue'?
Also, sometimes when you call, Bill is standing right here.
but I tell you he's not home because he's asked me to.
An added note to your parents: I know with whom you're
having an affair, lady. I also know your other daughter is on
the pill and slaw-around. And, Dad, I know you cheat on
your expense account and you're two months behind on
your house payments. How do I know'? Because your
daughter who has her own phone tells my oldest son all the
family secrets. Sign this .
T'HEI.I. WITH MA BELL
Problems? You'll feel better if you get them off
your chest. Write to Abby, P.O. Box 38923, Holly.wood, Calif. 90038. For a personal reply, please
enclose a stamped, self-addressed envelope.

Aug 9-15
2:00 p.m.
& 7:30 p.m.

Italian Spaghetti
Special
•

MU

Pastor. Hazel Baptist Church

°tench & Chong in

THINGS ARE TOUGH
ALL OVER (R)

55A CARIOADTUtS

Specializing in fresh Ky. lake catfish, 8.8.0.
Ribs, Plate lunches and homemade desserts
BREAKFAST ANYTIME
Country Ham
Omlettes
Biscuits A Gravy

EVANGELIST
JAMES GARLAND

MURRAY
DRIVE-IN

PIUS
R. Pryor lire on Stonier Strip

Miirray Ledger & Times

I 1.116

753-7695

••••••••••

EDDIE YOUNG, PASTOR
PAUL 1. HENDERSOR, SORE MIR

WELCOME
EVERYONE
NURSERY PROVIDED

host& Oiatii0oly

$ 1 49

With Garlic Bread
Salad $9' litre
F,,, Refills On Dronlis

•••
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99' Special For Kids
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datebook
Tennis ploy Thursday

& Times

Group A of Ladies Tennis of Murray Country Club
will play Thursday, Aug. 12, at 9 a.rn. at the club
The lineup is as follows' Court One --- Ramey Apperson, Patsy Oakley, Brenda Marquardt and Judy
Carroll; Court Two - Peggy Billington. Sue
Overbey, Lois Keller and Joni Billington: Court
Three — Jenny Sue Smock, Sharron Brown,
F'rankie McNutt and Enuny Edwards; Court Four
Jeannetta Williams, Frances Hulse, Nancy
Whitmer and Sharon Wells.
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Tennis tourney planned
Calloway County Faculty-Staff Tennis Tournament will be Tuesday. Aug. 17, and Thursday, Aug.
19, from 6 to 8:30 p.m. at the new tennis courts at
Calloway County High School. Finals will be played
on Saturday, Aug. 21, only if necessary.
Persons are asked to call 753-3033 to sign up to
play in the tournament, the first at the new school
tennis courts.
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Hazel plans checks
Free blood pressure checks will be given for
Senior Citizens at the Hazel Community Center on
Wednesday, Aug. 11, from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. Lunch
will be served at 11:45 a.m. and the center will be
open rrom 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for activities by the
senior group.

nced

WW Club will meet
Welcome Wagon Club will meet Thursday, Aug.
12, at 7 p.m. at First Christian Church, North Fifth
Street, just off the court square. This will be a "get
acquainted" party with games to be played and
refreshments served. All newcomers to Murray and
Calloway County are invited.
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Hospital dismissals listed Coming events announced
Adults Pio
Nursery 9
8-4-82
Newborn admission
Jacquline Wagner and
baby boy, 106 Minosa,
Paris, Tenn.
Dismissals
Teresa J Duncan, Hardin; Kathy Ann Howard
and baby boy, Rt 1,
Mayfield; Veronica F.
Stacks and baby girl, D2
Murray Manor; Karen S.
Puckett and baby boy,
Dexter.
R. Jill Travis and baby
boy, 671 Elm, Calvert City: Jackie I.. Krietman,
Rt. 2, Troy, Tenn.;
Michael Farley II, 1619
Wiswell; Diana C.
Ridley, 1551 Oxford; June
B. Norwood, Rt. 1,
Kirksey ; Eleanor L.
D'Angelo, Rt. 7.
Dolly E. Redick, 921
North 18th St.: Barbara
4. Beane, Rt. 6; Patricia
L. Kelly, 504 W. 77th Ave.,
-Schererville, Ind.;
Lurline Mavis Stone,
Kirksey ; Nellie M. Holt,
Rt. 1, Dexter; William R.
Adams, Rt. 8.
Verdell F. Burnette,
Rt. 6, Paris, Tenn.;
Katrina Roseanna Fields,
Rt. 5, Paris, Tenn.;
Stephen I.. Coughenour,
441 Columbus, Paducah;
Michael J. Coomer, Rt. 3;
Audrey B. Cook, Rt. 6;
Treva M. May, Rt. 2,
Hickory.
Kimberly D Tharpe,

1601 Belmont, Pamela 1.
Collins. EIS Fox
Meadows; Polly M.
Lambert and baby boy.
Rt. 2, Dover, Ten.; John
G. Creech, New Concord;
Dulcy True. 811 Guthrie;
Princess Estella Lancaste, Rt. 7.
Edith R. Ham, Hamlin;
Nellie B. Williams. Rt. 1,
Mayfield; Joe Alvis Hutson, 715 Poplar St.; Lillie
Tarver, 307 E. Jackson,
Clinton; Anna Frances
Dunaway. 1106 Pogue,
Rupert F. Parks expired I 305 North 10th St.
Adults 149
Nursery 5
8-5-82
Newborn admissions
Sandy Gupton and baby
boy, Rt. 3.
Peggy Lamb and baby
boy. Rt. 1. Puryear,
Tenn,
Dismissals
Ruby J. Lee, Box 922,
Paris, Tenn.; Willie
Lane, 719 South Fourth
St.; Nancy Ellen France
and baby boy Rt. 5;
Tracy J. Willoughby and
baby boy, 605 College
Courts; Sharon J. Furches and baby girl. Rt. 1;
Sandra Leigh Gray and
baby boy, 91 Shady' Oaks.
B. Carlyn Light and
baby girl, 1709 College
Farm Rd.; Yalanda A.
Elizondo and baby boy,
1001 Cowan, Paris,
Tenn.; John C. Winter,
Hamlin; Glenda K. Mar-

Tuesday , Aug. le
till, 1(1 3.- Bill) J
Mason's Chapel Unitati
Grooms. 56 Shady Oaks; Methodist -Church
Susan I. Sykes, Rt.6
omen will have a salad
Angela H Morrison, supper with Hazel UMW
Rt. 3; Hollie G. Tucker. as guests at 6:30 p.m at
210 Broadway, Mayfield; church. Euple Ward of
Jack C. Taylor, Rt. 1, Need I.ine will be
Puryear. Tenn., James speaker.
Edward Wilson, Box 59,
Kentucky I.ake
Cadiz; Walter E.
Paschall, Rt, 1, Puryear, Chapter of American
Medical
Tenn.; James R. Association of
Assistance will meet at
Burkeen, Rt. 3.
Bobby D. Locke, Rt. 1; 730 p.m. in third floor
Kristi Hill, Rt. 1, Dexter;• classroom unit of
Myrtle M. Duncan, Rt. 6; Murray-Calloway County
Mary E. Turner. Rt. 1; Hospital.
Alicia W. Byrn, 516 South
Murray Star Chapter
Seventh St., Mayfield; No. 433 Order of the
Billy Sizemore, Rt. 1, Eastern Star will meet at
Sedalia: Hazel P. 7:30 p.m. at lodge hall.
Maguire, 100 South 13th
St.
Alcoholics Anonymous
Fred D. Doughty, New will meet at 8 p.m. in
Concord; Lola J. Hender- western portion of
son, Rt. 1, Almo; Mary S. Livestock and Exposition
Gregory, 501 Chestnut; Center.
May N. McLeod, Box 26,
Hazel; Katherine T. Hall,
Murray TOPS take off
1108'2 Elm St.; Beulah L. pounds sensibly I Club
Fielder,819 Hurt.
will meet at 7 p.m. at
The Great Depression Health Center, North
of the 1930s began Oct. 29, Seventh and Olive
1929, on Black Tuesday, Streets.
as the New York stock
Bethel Baptist Bible
market virtually collapsed. The crash wiped out Study will meet at 6 p.m.
fortunes, large and small, at home of David and
faster than the New York Aleshia Cunningham. UtExchange ticker tape terback Road.
could record the damage.
Orientation meeting for
More than 16 million parents of kindergarten
shares changed hands on students entering classes
the most disastrous day in Calloway County
in the history of the stock School System will be at
market.

Tuesday, Aug. 10
Thursday. Aug 12
Mothers Day Out will
the individual schools at 7
be at 9 am at Good
p in
Shepherd Unite.1
Methodist Church.
Wednesday, Aug 11
F'ree blood pressure
Senior Citizens Centers
checks will be given
senior citizens at Hazel will be open as follows
Community Center from Hazel and Douglas from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m and Ellis
Ilam to 1 p.m
from 10 a.m. to 3 p iii
Circles of First United
Methodist *Church
Women will meet as
follows: Ruth Wilson at
church at .6 p.m.:
Wesleyan with Mildred
Folsom at 6:30 p In
VENN 'E. Italy -Al'.
Murray Bass Club is The setting was historical
scheduled to meet at 7:30 Venice and the benefit
was for London's Royal
p.m. at Sirloin Stockade.
Opera House. so Britain's
Make Today Count will Princess Margaret
meet at 1:30 p.m. in third stayed on her toes --- on
floor classroom of the dance floor.
The divorced 51-yearMurray-Calloway County
old sister of Queen
Hospital.
Elizabeth II joined 300
Hazel and Douglas other guests Saturday
Centers will be open from night at the Pisani10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for ac- Moretta Palace overlookti v it ies by Senior ing the Grand Canal. The
banquet and ball. costing
Citizens.
MO a head, was to raise
Thursday, Aug. 12
funds for the restoration
Welcome Wagon Club of London's Royal Opera
will have a "get ac- House at Covent Garden.
quainted- party at 7 p.m.
Dressed in an emerald
at First Christian green dress with gold
Church. All newcomers trim and a diamond
are welcome.
necklace, the princess
danced until 3 a.m. to
Murray Chapter No. 92 music 'by Peppino di
Royal Arch Masons will Capri and his orchestra.
meet at 7:30 p.m. at lodge
The princess flew home
hall
Sunday mornine.

Princess
dances at
Opera house

Mrs. Betty Roper of Amarillo. Texas, was guest
speaker at meeting on Aug. 3 of Sinking Spring Baptist Church Women. She was one of 289 lay people
sent from Texas to Recife, Brazil to do mission
work. Lunch was, served to nine members and
seven visitors.

Horse show Friday
Henry County Fair, Paris, Tenn., will sponsor an
open horse show on Friday, Aug. 13, at 8 p.m. For
information call 1-901-642-7312 or 1-901-642-5069.

reen-ager
o Food

Card party scheduled

the letter from
,er offered her $100
illected the money,
gained it all back

Preceptor Orniron Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi
Sorority will host a card party on Friday, Aug. 27, at
7:30 p.m. in the Community Room of the North
Branch of the Peoples Bank. Anyone interested in
playing bridge, canasta, pinochle, rook or any card
game is urged to attend and to fill the number needed for own game table.
Cards, scoresheets, tallies, etc., will be provided
on each table. Prizes will be awarded to the high
score at each table and refreshments will be served. Tickets may be purchased at 82.50 each from
any member. Persons may call 753-8019, 753-9442 or
753-6803 for tickets and information. There will be
advanced ticket sales only and no tickets will be
sold at the door. Proceeds will go to help in Chapter
Service Projects throughout the year.
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MEMBERS OF the Murray High School class of 1972 had their 10th year class Paducah; Tress McCord Raderrnacher, Dyer, Intl.; Vicki Andrews Grimm,
reunion. A morning family get-together was in the Austin cafeteria of old Mur- Madisonville; Debi Moore. Murray; third row, Diana McClain Darnell, Lynn
ray High School, presently Murray Middle School. The banquet and dance was Sammons Bailey, Phillip Dan Anderson, Mike Ryan and David Parker, Murray;
an evening event at Murray Country Club. Class members attending were, left to Joe Bill Fridy, Puryear. Tenn.; Ken Horn, Dan Hutson and Barry Herndon, Mur-To see what is right and Vulnerable North-South right, front row, Lyn Reagan Ryan, Jane Arant Morris and Jan Clark Pigg, Mur- ray; Lynn Solomon, Nashville; Rodney Lowe, Gallatin. Tenn.; David Livers and
not do it, is want of Dealer South. The bidding
ray; Dixie Hook Rayburn, Nashville; Becky Wilson, Murray: Susan Johnson Terry Doss, Murray; Steven Beatty, Ames. Iowa: Vicki Lowery Boyd, Memcourage " — Confucius.
South West North East
Roney, Louisville; Leah Fulton Hart, Murray; Deborah Johnson Brandon. phis; John David Johnson, Union City, Tenn.: back row, Dennis Lane, Paducah:
2+
Pass 2*
l•
Nashville; Karen McClure Fleming, Marseilles, Ill.; Patricia Holton Knowland, David Hughes, Tuscaloosa. Ala.; Rickey L.atirner and Clair Eversmeyer. MurPass
311
Pass
Pass
Murray; Kathy Koenen Matheny, Madisonville; Debra Kavanaugh, Hamlin; se- ray; Paul Thurman, Benton; Randy Grogan, Paducah; Brent Morris. Ronnie
Pass
Pass
Pass
4,
cond row, Emily Belote Gilliam, Henderson; Mary Tutt, Hopkinsville; Lu Ann Dunn, Rick Orr and David Bowker, Murray; Bruce Miller, Hutson, Tenn.; Mark
In today's touchy game,
Kennedy. Murray; Dave Burrow, Paris, Tenn.; Brown Crouch and Jimmy
Opening lead Spade deuce Seaford Wilkerson, Lexington; Gail Russell, Paducah; Patsy Fitts Stinnett,
East got the defense on the
Murray; Deborah N. Lee and Cindy Colson Payne, Louisville; Cindy Parker Bramley, Murray. Others attending the activities but not pictured were Johnny
right track by finding the
Garland, Ronnie Garland and Greg Lawson, Murray. Wanda McNabb,
An excellent series of Lowe, Gallatin, Tenn.; Susan Nanny Dwiman, Bonnie Cohoon Higginson, Joyce
killing switch at trick two.
West and Hopkins McCoy and Rebecca Wagar Cunningham. Murray; Diana Boone Lane, Nashville, and Bruce Scott, Louisville.
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THE MOVIE STORE
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Black Eye Peas

; Okra.

Potatoes

Choice Sides Of Beef
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Money Saverl

Junior Woven Shirts
otton •SeitrUffied Or ,
•8u
rounded collar and shoulder 'Button placket
•Assorted plaids 'Other styles available
'
,Sizes small medium large'Reg 11 96-12 96

9.84

Save Up To 3 12

Boys Short Sleeve
Knit Shirt
•
'
-)0/50 Poly/cotton drop
needle 'Short sleeves
V-neck, contrast sleeves.
.noulder stripes 'Sizes
M L •Assor1ed colors

Junior & Misses Wrangler Jeans
•1 a) Cotton aen.rn 'Basic 5 pocket lean,
gold stitching on back pocket 'Junior size 3-13,
8-30 *Peg 15 (14

13.46

Save 2 48

wal Mart

TV

SPECIAL j

Save 1 .44
Boys Twill Color Jeans
•75% Polyester 2,, uk,
cotton •4 Pockets •Denirr
medium blue. tan
•Size 8-16 •Reg 844

Wrangler
Boys Boot
Cut Jeans
•Reg. 11.94
•Sizes 8-14
•Reg & Slim

Full Figure
Prairie Skirts

Save Up To 1 .94
Dorm Shirts

'Cotton/poly, poly/acrylic.
polyester or acetate/
nylon blends •All over
print satins or screen
print trim satins 'Assorted
styles 'Peg 9 96

•50/50 Poly/cotton
•Assorted colors 'Size
S, M, L •Fleg 596-6 94

•50% Polyester
•50% Rayon
•Reg. 16.97

.4>

Save 1.96
Girls Overalls
• 2,0% Cotton, 11

wale cOrduroy
• - ,-.-ated front with button leg
Sorted colors

$10

Save 1.96
Ladies Fashion Wraps

$5
.7

3
4.86
Savings!

.97 Briefs

•Red, Navy, and Black
*Sizes 32-36

Size4-6a

T-Shirts

Terrific
Mens 50/50 T-Shirts
Briefs
•so;su r-- cly:cotton

Sole 14.00

Reg 11 96

$12 Size 7-14
Reg 13 96

*Crew neck T-shirt
'Brief with eiastic.wSist
•3 Piece packs
'Sizes S,M,L
rItTaTtiar
7
t'

TV
,SPECIAL J

Save 23°.
Ladies Fashion Bras

Save 18°.
Ladies Half Slips
or Camisoles
•100% Nun(wig
antron nylon 'Wide

•Lycra spandex •Assortei.
styles 'Smooth
or seamed cups
'Sizes 32A 10 420 in
various styles'Reg 3

selection of mix and
match lace trims
•White, beige and
black 'Petticoats
with front, side and
dual slits •25 to 27
Inch lengths 'Size
small, medium. large
•Reu 3.90

1.24

Pair

Save 15°.
Ladies Wrangler
Label Fashion
Knee High
•75% Orlon acrylic, 251
stretch nylon •Assortei
colors 'Size 9-11
'Peg 1 46

Save 5.03
Girls and Boys
Leather Casuals

Your Choice

,Genuine leather with lo
wearing soles •Kiltie 01
Styles tor girls •Paddec
for boys'Girls size 81
/
2
/
2-6'Peg
boys size 81

14.9
rene-moril

TV
E COUPON•ml
Eit

PCINimml
I

Save 27°.
Typing Paper
'Reg 76' 050 count pl.

1.48

I

I

1.83 I I
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Your Individual
Horoscope

Mon.-Sat. 9-9
Sun 12.6

7-19
FrifteeS Drake

WEDNESDA Y ,
AUGUST 11, 1982
What kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out what the
stars say, read the forecast
;okra for your birth sign.

Save 1 4

SilyerStonte Saute-Fry Pan
•10 Inch diameter 'Polished aluminum exterior

non-

stick SilverStone• interior •1 Piece const
'No W-0786-34 *Reg 727

Everyday Low Price
Proctor-Silex •
2 Slice Toaster
'Bread Brain iu contro1
works as thermostat fuT
perfect shade of toast
'Snap open crumb tray
*Chrome finish, ebony
black accents
•No 7620B

6
.92
665.8

.
236
R5
eag63,

I
Wrangler
Boys Boot
Cut Jeans

Save Up To 1 08
-Seeded Batiste
Panel

11n
Reg 8 66

Save Up To 1.74
Print Polyester
Voile Panel

•93% Dacron' '
polyester, 7% cotton
•Textured slub weave
•Rust, natural, white,
blue 'Machine wash,
tumble dry •Your
choice of size 60x63 in
or 60x81 in
'Reg 5.36-5.76

1

•94% Polyest, 6% cotton
'Super wide. 150 denier
seeded voile 'Brown
green. antique'Woven
side hem. 5 inch bottor
hem 'Machine wash at
warm setting, tumble dry

•{I, •• adern.k D..1
,
0,1
'
(

inr4

10.93 I ale 3/5.00

17.94

/cotton
olors 'Size
ag 5 96-6 94

Save 26%
3 Pack Cassettes
•60 Minutes each tape
'High performance oxide
'Low noise'No C-60/3
•Reg. 1.17

236.67

4rrson
Save 27.79
Stereo Trimode Cassette Recorder
With Clock by Emerson

3.97 Briefs
T-Shirts
4.86
Savings!

Tern-tic
Mens 50/50 T-Shirts &
Briefs

•50/50 Polyicotton
*Crew neck T-shirt
•Brief with elastic. waist
•3 Piece packs
"Sizes S,M.L

Wrangler

•AM/FM stereo system with five band graphic equalizer
and -command control" digital clock 'Modular compact
system •6 Push-button controls on cassette deck for
record, rewind, play, fast forward, stop/eject. pause
•Recessed belt drive semi-auto turntable 'Matched 2 wa
modular performance speakers'No MC1500
'Reg 264 46

1.8

Everyday Low Price
Hot Curling Brush by Windmere
•Thermal-bristle brush rod 'Safety tip 'Dual heat
•Ready dot 'On/oft switch 'Internal full-swivel cord
•Safety stand 'UL listed 'See-through tortoise tone
'No HCB-1

Great Savings!
In and Around Broom

•Gets around things'Gets
,nto corners 'Gets under
objects 'Choice of red.
green, or yellow

1.24pair

Save 15%
Ladies Wrangler
Label Fashion
Knee High

•75% OrIon acrylic, 25%
stretco nylon 'Assorted
COlors *Size 9-11
'Reg 46

Save 5.03
Girls and Boys
Leather Casuals
'Genuine leather with longwearing soles •Kiltie or oxford
styles for girls 'Padded collar
for boys *Girls size 8/
1
2-4,
/
2-6'Reg 1996.
boys size 81

14.93

Free
Spirit
Back
Pack

1.29
'Reg. 1.44

aper

Terrific Savings!
LC185 Solar Calculator
'Never needs batteries 'Power from any source of light

•10 hooks
'Durable, expandable
'No 700

•Large LCD display 'Full feature memory 'Add-on/
discount 'Wallet-type carrying case 'Gold-tone keys
'No LC185

16' II

Reagan given
bronze statue
of Kentuckian

Terrific Savings!
Fram Oil Filters
'Sizes to fit most
American cars and
pickups 'Unless you
change your oil filter
with each oil change.
a quart of dirty oil
stays in your engine

Expanding
Garment
Rack
'Reg 7 76

PRAM

Sole6.98
186
Terrific Savings!

Pantyhose
'100% Nylon,'Suntan

WABLE COUPON

I count

UNISONIC®

'Reg 6 96

'Size A, B, Queen

I

II El FJ 0 a:
13 0 MI
'A 0

Plastic Expand°
Rack
•Assorted colors

TV
SPECIAL_J

.1111

IJ 0 :3
a4
IS CI Iri 13
Ili

Seee. lesenc•

II

00

'Choice of 20 in high
lamp with brass plate('
base and cone shape
shade. or 21 in high
lamp with flexible
arm and dome shade
'Shades in bright
decorator colors
•Nos. 14195-95060,
14193-96060

'ci 1.94
rts

idex •Assortei
nooth
f cups
to 42D in
les'Reg 3 94

no#-

Terrific Savings!
Desk Lamps

•Reg. 11.94
•Sizes 8-14
•Reg & Slim

ashion Bras

2 Piece
Bath Towel
Set

12 Inch
Plastic Ruler

C

14

Lam! 2 With This Coupon

OIL
ALTER

2"Slick
Binder
'Orange, red,
brown or white
'Reg 1 1 .71

Sokl

.119

Save 25%
Crayola Markers
•speclai t,ps let you make tr ,. 111
of !Toed lines •Non-tocc
Colors •NO 7708 •Reo I'•

Al

L.,„

.
46

2 W,VF piles 8

al MePr

Cutter Repellent Spray
•
•r,or

•

.6 1 Ounces

1.96

I

for less•Wel Mart Sells for Less•Wel Mart Sells for less•Wel Mort
Sells

ARIES
Mar. 21 to Apr. 19i
Instead of giving in to the
temptation to overspend, find
new ways to increase income
Business talks pay off
TAURUS
Apr.3o to May 201
A loved one's bad mood can
oe tempered if you go out
together let reason prevail
and don't overreact when provoked.
GEMINI
May 21 toJune 20i
You're inclined to be slipshod in your methods. Don't
rush things and you'll be
satisfied with your ac(-omplistunents
CANCER
June 21 toJuly 221
A friend's pushiness could
rub you the wrong way, but if
you count to 10, you'll find you
gave no reason to argue. .
LEO
July 23 to Aug. 221 424;iCk
Insisting on your rights only
causes trouble with higherups. Cool logic, however, may
bring you greater financial
remuneration.
VIRGO
Aug. 23 to Sept. 22
You won't make the right
decision while you're mad, so
calm down and then assess the situation. Common sense
should prevail._
LIBRA
Sept. 23 to Oct. 221 —
Don't be pressured into
making a decision about a purchase or investment. Privately study the matter at your
leisure.
SCORPIO
Oct. 23 to Nov.21 Inie/tir•
You could come on too
strong with a loved one. Avoid
antagonizing
others '-dr
lawsuits could follow. Consult
with a trusted friend.
SAGITTARIUS
Nov. 22 to Dec. 211
kr
A direct approach is best
regarding a career matter.
Avoid surreptitious behavior.
Higher-ups are amenable to
Your suggestions.
CAPRICORN
Dec. 22 to Jan. 19
You're in the mood for
adventure, but you'll have
more fun attending a movie or
some event which stimulates
you mentally
AQUARIUS
Jan. 20 to Feb. 18) —
You're prone to going to extremes now regarding a
business or home project.
Choose a more moderate
course of action for success.
PISCES Feb. 19 to Mar. 20i
Avoid impulsive decisions
based on unmerited enthusiasm. Talk things over
carefully with a close tie. Two
heads are better than one.
YOU BORN TODAY are
charismatic. 'inventive and
sometimes temperamental.
You'd make an inspired
leader for a cause and should
never give up on your ideals

t

WILMORE, Ky. iAPi
— President -Reagan has
been presented with a
replica of a cast bronze
statue on display at Kentucky's Asbury College.
The two-foot statue
depicts the Asbury College's namesake, Bishop
Francis Asbury, on
horseback, said Debbi
Lobb of the college administration office. It
was created by sculptor
Everett Wyatt of Carthage, Mo.
The presentation was
made in Washington
Monday.
-The college feels that
these castings should be
deposited in strategic
locations throughout the
-nation where their value
can be appreciated.- said
a news release prepared
by Dr Harold Spann,
assistant to the president
for institutional.aclynncement at Asbury.
The four-year liberal
arts college, located
-about- la- mitre- south—titLexington, has a current
enrollment of about 1,200.
1

•
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Marathoner tries hand(and legs)at triathlon
For an athlete in his fifties, the common
.beve him or her shooting for a
stereoiype woukt7
smoother backswing while relaxing on the golf
course or perhaps lasting a couple of sets of tennis
in the cool of the evening.
For many athletes in their -twilight" years of activity the stereotype attitude might prevail. But
don't try to apply that stereotype to Adam Eli Lanning III.
At 52. the Murray State professor in the Sociology
and Anthropology.Department, is not only going
strong, he's set goals that would make a younger
man cringe in his recliner.
If you've followed the Ironman competition on
television you can appreciate the grueling workout
Lanning is undergoing in hislniest for the ultimate
„ athletic challenge. If you're not familiar with Ironman competition, it's considered one of the most
demanding tests of strength and endurance, both
mentally and physically, an athlete can undertake.
Lanning's most recent athletic endeavor has been
training and competing in triathlon or three-sport
competitions. Lanning an avid marathon runner,
has combined his running skills with swimming

covering
all fields
By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor

he's a former competitive swimmer in college I
and bicycle riding for a well-rounded workout.
-I'm 52 and I feel great," he said, "I'm
rediscovering muscles in my upper body because of
the swimming and its changing my total outlook on
training."
Lanning's rediscovery came about almost by accident when he was forced to change his training
.pattern because of tendonitis in his right ankle and
foot.
With the need to avoid further injury, but the
desire to maintain a vigorous workout. Lanning cut

back on his roadwork and took to SWIIIIllllllg and
biking to keep in shape.
Last month Lanning accepted an'opportunity to
apply his new workout skills and along with his son,
Adam B. Lanning IV, entered the Heart '0 Dixie
Triathlon sponsored by the Sertoma Club in
Philadelphia. Miss.
The 480 registered contestants began the competition by swimming a half mile in Lake Tiak O'Khata,
near Louisville, Miss., then they saddled up for a
27'2 mile ride through Winston and Neshoba counties in the clay hill section of East Central
Mississippi. After biking came a•seven-mile run to
the Neshoba County Fairgrounds where the contestants finished in front of the grandstands.
The elder Lanning finished the swim among the
leaders with a 13:14 time— four minutes ahead of
his son. But, the youthful exhuberance of the
younger fanning i a 1972 graduate of Murray High )
prevailed in the biking as son overtook father at the
12th mile marker "and left me in his dust," Lanning
III laughed.
',arming IV finished 46th overall with a time of
2:20. Father Lanning placed 112th overall and second in the 48-53 age group with a 2:38.14 clocking.
"If I can hold up under the training," Lanning III

'Doggone unbelievable'

NFL nears end of first week,
can't shake drug problems
By TOM CANA VAN
Associated Press Writer
The National Football
League is creeping closer
to its first full week of
preseason play, but it's
still having trouble shaking player-related drug
problems that Surfaced
earlier this summer.
Don Reese, the former
New Orleans Saints
defensive lineman, was
told to report to a private
detective twice a day by a
Florida Circuit judge
while awaiting an Aug.31
hearing on charges that
he violated his drug trafficking probation.
Reese, who gave the
league's drug problems
its greatest exposure, admitted his addiction to cocaine in a June 14 Sports
Illustrated article. He is
accused of possessing cocaine while serving time
in the Dade County
stockade, using the narcotic after his release and
being present in places

where illegal drugs were
used.
Reese could face up to
29 years in prison if convicted of violating probation.
Ironically, Reese's probation ends today and he
could not have been
brought up on charges if
the magazine article had
been delayed two months.
Chuck Muncie, Reese's
former teammate at New
Orleans and a player
Reese alleged used drugs
with the Saints, began the
second phase of a drug
rehabilitation, the San
Diego Chargers said
Monday.
Muncie, the Chargers'
top running back, told a
news conference recently
that he had undergone
rehabilitation, helping
him get rid of his
dependency on drugs.
"We've been advised
by the people counseling
him i Muncie) that he
should go through a se-

Redbirds drawing record crowds

cond phase of rehabilitation and that's what he's
doing," Chargers Coach
Don Coryell told
newsmen Monday.
Muncie's agent said he
would undergo three days
of rehabilitation.
A full slate of action
this week is kicked off
Thursday when New
Orleans visits Houston,
while Cincinnati travels
to Kansas City and Seattle is at home against St
Louis Friday,
On Saturday, it's Buffalo at Dallas; Cleveland
at Detroit; Denver at Los
Angeles; Minnesota at
Atlanta; the New York
Jets at Green Bay; the
New York Giants at
Baltimore: the Raiders
at San Francisco;
Philadelphia at Tampa
Bay; Pittsburgh vs. New
England at Knoxville and
Washington at Miami.
Chicago is at San Diego
on Sunday.

FALLEN SAINT — Don Reese, admitted drug
abuser and former New Orleans Saints defensive
lineman, made National Football League headlines
again when he recently violated his drug trafficking
probation.
AP Laserphoto

Bruised foot sidelines Bengal booter
WILMINGTON, Ohio
AP) — Punter Pat
Mclnally says he's had
plenty of injuries in six
years with the Cincinnati
Bengals, but none of them
had stopped him from
kicking until he bruised
his foot two weeks ago.
The injury occurred
when Mclnally, who also
is a receiver, was running
a pass play on the second
day of camp. He went
deep, leaped for the ball,
came down on the foot
and a defender fell on it.
'I should have known
better than to run a 'go'
pattern," he said. -I was
concerned about it the
injury I. I've had a lot of

injuries, but I've never
missed punting. So it was
weird to have a little
thing like this stop me
from kicking."
Early treatment for the
foot failed, so doctors
gave Mclnally a brace for
his his left foot and ankle.
He hopes the tendinitis in
the immobilized left heel
will be gone in time for
Friday's preseason
opener in Kansas City.
"As long as it gets well
in the next week or so, it's
no big deal," he said.
Mclnally, who twice
has led the league in
average yards per punt,
will meet with doctors
Wednesday to decide if

The 10th of each month is a very important date to
your newspaper carrier Your carrier most receive
your payment by the 10th of the month in order to pay
their bill
You see these carriers are independent business
men and women They buy their papers from us at
wholesale coat and sell them to you at the retail
delivery rate When you don't pay them by the 10th,
they have to dig down into their own pockets to make
up the difference
Please pay your carrier promptly before Use 10th of
eartamonth They depend on you to ;write their psia
checks
Collection time can be an
.inconvenience for you and
your carrier
So paying by mail is a simple way to avoid getting
caught without the right change and you avoid the
bother of monfingeollections

Mifitay Ledger & Times

the right foot. Or even if it
was on the inside of the
left foot), instead of the
outside," he said.

the brace can be taken
off.
If it is, he will try to
punt Friday night. "The
way I feel, I haven't missed anything mentally as
far as receiving goes. I'm
looking forward to kicking against Frank
Gansz," he said.
Gansz is the Chiefs
special teams coach, a
position similar to the one
he held with the Bengals
during some of Mclnally's frustrating years.
The heel did not respond to treatment last
week, and doctors
discovered tendinitis
along the outside of the
foot.
"All the weight is right
there, at least the way I
kick. I can't put any
weight on it. In this instance, it would have
been better if it had been

in,the
said, -I'd love to go to Hawaii to compete in
Ironman triathlon .. possibly by 1983."
Hawaiian triathlon attracts athletes of both sexes
and all ages nationwide and has at least three participants from Kentucky who will be competing in
the events in October.
But until he's ready for the big tune. Lanning
says he'll be content with training for other
"ultimate" athletic experiences.
"I'd like to make the run up Pike's Peak in Colorado). That's 14 miles up and 14 miles back down
and the thin air at that altitude makes it a real
challenge," Lanning III said. He's also shooting for
a 24-hour marathon in the near future.
How does a runner pace himself for 24..continuous
hours of running?
Lanning said,"The standard answer is,'you start
out slow and taper off from there.' What you have to
do is walk five minutes and run 15. You keep an eye
on your watch and the second hand becomes your
master.
"You walk when that hand gets exactly where it's
supposed to be and you run exactly when it comes
time again. Everybody run-walks the 24-hour
marathon ... everybody. Walking helps stretch
those muscles running tightens up:"

Mclnally drives off his
left foot when he punts
and also lands on it. If
Mclnally can't kick, the
Bengals will rely on free
agent Dean Dorsey or
quarterback Turk
Schonert for the punting
chores, Coach Forrest
Gregg said.,
Several other injured
Bengals are hoping to be
ready to play in Kansas
City.

Mike Fuller, a punt
return specialist who was
obtained from San Diego
on waivers before last
season, missed Saturday's scrimmage with a
bruised calf.
Second -round draft
choice Emanuel Weaver
missed more than a week
of practice with a sore
knee but returned Monday wearing a knee
brace.
The Bengals have
played Kansas City twice
before during
preseasons, losing 38-14
in 1968 and 20-7 in 1969,

X-rays will tell fate
of Bengals' No.1 draft

one Collins injured
seriously in his
sophomore year at
Mississipi State. He said
he still has two pins in the
ankle from the surgery
that followed that incident, in which he suffered
a badly broken ankle.
The club said X-rays
taken Monday afternoon
The ankle was injured will have to be viewed by
Monday. It's the same a radiologist before the
club knows for sure what
is wrong with the ankle,
which Collins injured
when he tripped on a hole
AUTO
or depression on the field.
LAUNDRY
Collins said he was told
753-1331
he might have slightly
Open Mon non niers Open friday Sat
Closed
fractured the ankle or
Sunday
7 a.m. to 7 p.m
Jam, MIS p.m.
damaged a tendon.
In addition to the
broken ankle in college,
Collins also underwent
knee surgery after his
All ladies That Drive In
junior year.
Some People
& Fillup Receivra FREE
speculated that it was
WASH with the Fill-up
Collins' injuries in college
that allowed him to still
FORMERLY AMOCO CARWASH1
be available when the
Bengals took their turn at
•
the end of the first round
in the NFI,draft.
WILMINGTON, Ohio
(API — First-round draft
choice Glen Collins could
be lost to the Cincinnati
Bengals for a matter of
days or weeks depending
on the outcome of X-rays
conducted after Collins
hurt his left ankle, the
club says.

LADIES DAY SPECIAL

CHISTNUT ST.

LOUISVILLE, Ky
(API — The Louisville
Redbirds continued to
add to their minor league
baseball attedance
record Monday night, as
owner A. Ray Smith was
calling what has happened to his team "doggone
unbelievable."
.
A crowd of 18,629 turned out Monday night to sure feels like it."
watch Louisville defeat
A eombination of winnthe Iowa Cubs 3-2 at Car- ing baseball — the Reddinal Stadium, raising birds were first in the
the total attendance for 56 American Association's
home dates to 700,158.
Eastern Division going
-We'll do a million next into Monday's game —
year," Smith said.
and a modest cost of $2.50
have 1,500 applications for a general-admission
for season tickets from ticket — have fueled the
people who don't have rush to the ballpark.
them this year."
"I didn't think it would
the way it has,"
The Redbirds shattered keep up
Kable. "Basically, I
the record by drawing a said
think baseball is boring to
crowd of 19,251 for Sunwatch. But these people
day's game with Iowa
it. You know those
that the Redbirds won 5-2. love
out in right field
It gave the team 681,479 people
see much, but
fans for 55 home games. can't
they're out there jumping
The old record was
yelling
670,563, set by the San up and down and
Francisco Seals in 1946. • like crazy."
Earlier this season,
Saturday's crowd of club officials had to turn
25,078 for the opening away 5,000 people
game of the Iowa - because there weren't
Louisville series was the enough seats, but the
largest to see a baseball opening of bleachers that
game in Kentucky were to be used for
history.
University of Louisville
"No matter what hap- football has eased the
pens to any of us in our problem.
careers, it'll be nice to
The club and its fans
look back and see that had been pointing toward
you were on a Triple A the record for weeks, and
club that set the all time sports writers and broadrecord," said Redbirds casters daily counted
first baseman Dave down toward the reCord
Kable. "This may not be arid figured when it would
the big leagues, but it be broken.

When the record fell
Sunday,Smith celebrated
with fireworks and by
calling both teams onto
the field at the end of the
sixth inning to applaud
the fans. It was an emotional
moment' for Smith, who
couldn't have imagined
at this time last year that
he'd have a club that
would set a minor league
attendance record.
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Last season, the Redbirds were in Springfield,
Ill., and Smith, after a
protracted legal battle,
got out of his stadium
lease by agreeing to pay
it off.
"This has been the
worst winter and the best
summer of my life,"
Smith said.
Ironically, the Redbirds' departure has
sparked a minor rebirth
of spirit in Springfield,
where a Class A team is
averaging about 1.400 a
game and set a city
single-game attendance
record.
But at their current
rate of 12,536 fans a
game, the Redbirds could
go over 800,000 for the
season.
"I'm just amazed,"
Smith said. "You look at
all the big cities that have
had minor league teams
— Seattle, Los Angeles,
San Francisco, Oakland,
San Diego, Houston,
Dallas, Kansas City,
Milwaukee, Montreal —
and we passed their attendance records."

From Little League to St.Louis,
Smiths personify Cards'spirit
An AP Sports Analysis
By JOHN NELSON
AP Sports Writer
They played Little
League baseball
together, growing up in
Los Angeles. Vastly different players in some
ways — yet alike in
others — they have
reunited after many
years to change the fortunes of St. Louis Cardinals baseball.
Lonnie and Ozzie
Smith, related only in
purpose, personify the
new Spirit of St. Louis.
"Anytime you're in a
pennant race close to the
end of the season, there's
a lot of pressure. It'll be a
fight," says Lonnie, "but
we're ready to fight."
"Hitting, winning — it
becomes contagious
when you're surrounded
by positiveness," says
Ozzie. "You want to do
your share, hold your end
up."
Lonnie Smith, 26, plays
left field. His forte is hit;
ting and speed. He's an
improxed outfielder since
his years in
which ended last year in
the three-way deal that
sent pitchers I,ary
Sorensen and Silvio Mar-

He-

tinez to Cleveland and Bo way he does now.
Diaz to Philadelphia. But
-He could hit, run and
hitting is his specialty.
throw — walk, talk and
Ozzie Smith, 28, short- chew," Ozzie says.
stop, came to St. Louis in "There are three things a
the deal that sent Garry scout looks for in a
Templeton to San Diego. ballplayer, and he had all
He brought with him the three of them "
best glove in the business
After Monday night's 7and a lot of speed. He
2 victory over the New
doesn't hit much, but it
York Mets, the Cardinals
evens out when he takes
remained one game
hits away from the opbehind Philadelphia in
position.
the National League
Lonnie leads the club in
East. in quest of their
stolen bases with 49, Ozfirst pennant since 1968.
zie is second with 20.
After leading the division
"We've known each
much of the season, the
other since Little
Cardinals have had trouLeague," Lonnie says.
ble scoring runs lately.
"The first year, we were
"We got off to a good
on opposing teams, then
we played together. After start by running a lot,"
that, we went our Lonnie says. "We've just
had a few problems scorseparate ways."
There is a kinship bet- ing runs.
"When we were losing,
ween the two, but Lonnie
explains that the whole we Were stranding a lot of
team has is bonded runners. We got caught,
together by a common stealing and got picked
off a lot. Maybe we were
goal.
"Everybody on the a little over aggressive,
team gets along good. We but Whitey wants us to be
kid around and joke. And aggressive," says Lonwe know we have to play - nit, who leads the team
as a team if we want to be with 88 runs scored and
chanipions," I,onnie 125'hits with a .307 batting
average.
says.
Ozzie, meanwhile, is
Ozzie remembers Lonnie as playing much the hitting 262.
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Regular season ends

Hogancamp leads
local junior netters

'Times

A .ald,.d11 at Murray
youth trekked to
Louisville this week
where they'll battle for
top honors in the Kentucky Junior State Closed
tennis tournament.
First round and some
-econd round matches
were completed Monday
with a handful of locals
Surviving.
Ellen Hogancamp, in
the 12-under girls
catagory, thrashed
I.ouisville's I.eslie
Mehlbauer, 6-1, 6-1, then
breezed past Emery
Backer of Lexington, 6-2,
'6-0, in second round play.
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Mark Whitaker
defeated Louisville's Andy Halligan, 7-5,6-1, in his
opening match in boys'
12-under division.

s, you start
you have to
keep an eye
comes your
y where it's
en it comes
he 24-hour
Ms stretch

In boys' 14-under,
Louisville's David Morris
eliminated Chris Jackson
of Murray in three sets,67. 7-5, 7-6; Troy Henry of
Louisville won by default
over Murray's Chip
Adkins; and Jon Mark
Hall of Murray dumped
Brandon Smith of
Somerset,6-2,6-2.
Shawn Parker defeated
Paducah's Tim Edwards,
6-3, 6-2, in boys' 16-under
and Murray's Mel
Jackson lost to Lexington's Beverly Roberts,
6-1,6-1, in girls' 16-under.
Finally, Murrayan
Robert Stout fell in three
sets to Louisville's Steve
Tyler, 6-4, 3-6, 6-4, in
boys' 18-under.
The tournament is being played at Louisville's
Seneca Park.

Kirksey Club names Al!Stars

DOUBLE WINNER - Ellen Hogancamp, 12year-old Murrayan, won her first two matches in
the Kentucky Junior State Closed tennis tournament in Louisville, Monday.

The final week of the
Kirksey Ball Club season
ended Friday with six
games completed and the
selection of All Stars.
Peoples Bank swept
two games from Coca
Cola in the Pony League
during the last week.
Russell Usher and
Rodney Tucker hit home
runs for Peoples Bank in
the team's first win. 2214. In the second contest,
Ricky Smith and Keith
Thorn hit homers for
Coca Cola, but Peoples
Bank still won,20-12.
In Little League action.
Nanney Insurance
defeated Hopkins Body
Shop, 32-19, and Tabers
Acoustical beat Hopkins,
24-2.
In the second game,
Robby Tabers hit a
homer for Tabers
Acoustical and Bryan

Tournament wraps up OCCjunior golf
Oaks Country Club first and Courtney Sharwrapped up its junior golf ron was second.
program for 1982 by
In girls 9-10 over five
hosting a junior tourna- holes, Kim Roberts shot
ment last week.
35 for first place, Vicki
Results from the Woods' 39 earned her the
tourney, which featured runnerup slot.
over 30 youngsters, inShelley Caldwell won
cluded competition in
the girls 11-12 group by
nine age groups.
shooting 52 on nine holes.
In the girls 7-8 group Shelby Morgan was seKaren Mikulcik placed cond with a 55.

,wds

le record fell
nth celebrated
rorks and by
:h teams onto
the end of the
ig to applaud

Terri lamb won the the 8-9 competition with a
girls 13-14 bracket by 28 on five holes. Michael
shooting 44 on nine holes. Lovett placed second
Sherri Lamb was next with his 30.
with 49.
Lance Balmer won the
In boys play, Chris
10-11 bracket with a 43 on
Neal's 31 on five holes
nine holes and Justin
gave him first place in
Crouse was second with a
the 6-7 group, Chad
50.
Caldwell was second with
a 34.
Alan Cothran narrowly
Christian Crouse won edged Jay Thompson in

the 12-14 division over
nine holes. Cothran shot
48. Thompson carded a
49.
In the boys' beginner
class, Jason Carroll placed first, Ashley Ross was
second.
Tournament and youth
program directors were
Jerry and Carolyn
Caldwell.

an emotional
Spith, who
ave imagined
last year that
a club that
minor league
record.

ison, the Redin Springfield,
imith, after a
legal battle.
f his stadium
greeing to pay

las been the
er and the best
of my life,"
Jason Farley, Christian Crouse, Mike Lovett, Jimmy Ghan, Justin
Crouse, (standing, from left) director Carolyn Caldwell, David
Lawrence, Alan Cothran, Jay Thompson, Mickey Brown, Brad
King, David McCuiston, Bruce Thurmond, Cindy Spann, Shelby
Morgan, Shelley Caldwell, Tabethia Johnson, Terri Lamb, Lance
Balmer, and director Jerry Caldwell.

ly, the Rediiarture has
minor rebirth
in Springfield.
'lass A team is
about 1.400 a
d set a city
le attendance

JUNIOR GOLFERS - Oaks Country Club sponsored its annual
junior golf tournament, Thursday, for the club's summer program
members. Participating in the tourney were: front row,from left)
Ashley Ross, Chris Neal, Jason Carroll, Jonathan Smotherman,
Justin Kelso, Courtney Sharron, Karen Mikulcik, Chad Caldwell,
Ashley Bask, ( second row, from left) Sherri Lamb, Clint Hutson,
Kim Roberts, Cheryl Herndon, Vicki Woods, Mary Ann Todd,

their current
12,536 fans a
Redbirds could
100,000 for the

Atlanta lacks pep, spirit in division race

ust amazed.'
1. "You look at
cities that have
r league teams
, Los Angeles,
:isco, Oakland,
go. Houston,
Kansas City,
Montreal assed their atecords."

is now.
Id hit, run and
walk, talk and
Ozzie says.
e three things a
iks for in a
, and he had all
em

onday night's 7over the New
s, the Cardinals
d one game
'hiladelphia in
ional League
quest of their
ant since 1968.
Ling the division
the season, the
have had troug runs lately.

t off to a good
running a lot,"
ys. "We've just
problems scor-

meanwhile, is
12

Perez, 0-2, allowed only other.
one hit and faced the
The Giants scored an
minimum 12 batters unearned run in the sixth
through four innings. and added insurance in
Reggie Smith's leadoff the eighth on a two-run
single in the fifth started triple by Darrell Evans.
a two-run Giant rally.
In other NI, action.
Jeff Leonard doubled Chicago downed Monhome one of the runs and treal 9-2, Houston stopped
Barr singled home the San Diego 4 - 3

Balls of all distances plague
Orioles; Brewers keep rolling

Louis,
spirit

we were losing,
trending a lot of
We got caught,
ind got picked
Vtaybe we were
ver aggressive,
y wants us to be
e," says Eon.
leads the Learn
um scored and
th a .307 batting

By KEN ftAPPOPORT
Barr, 2-2, the veteran
AP Sports Writer
right-hander who started
Joe Torre isn't pressing one game in April and has
the panic button yet, but 36 relief appearances this
he figures his Atlanta season, walked none and
Braves better get on the struck out two. Barr
stick soon.
allowed singles in the
"We need our pep and fourth, fifth and sixth innspirit back," said the ings.
chagrined Atlanta
Atlanta starter Pascual
manager after watching
his nosediving team lose
3-0 to the San Francisco
Giants Monday night.
"I'm not taking
anything away from Jim
Barr. He pitched a super
game - but we didn't
By The Associated Press
have it tonight."
The long ball helped
The Braves only start the Baltimore
managed three hits off Orioles' downfall, but
Barr, who is usually a what really did them in
relief pitcher and was were a couple of short
making only his second balls.
start of the season. The
The Orioles led Chicago
result was Atlanta's 5-3 in the seventh inning
seventh strawght loss.
when Greg Luzinski
-Maybe it's because of slammed a leadoff homer
what happened over the for the White Sox. When
weekend, but we're the White Sox finally
down," said Torre, refer- stopped running around
ring to a four-game the bases, they had
sweep by the Los Angeles scored six times, helped
Dodgers."We didn't have by two misguided throws
any life at all tonight."
from Baltimore reliever
The Dodgers, by the Tim Stoddard on bunts,
way, trailed the Braves and defeated the Orioles
by 10'2 games 11 days 9-5.
ago in the National
But Baltimore
League West, but are now Manager Earl Weaver
only a half-game behind was more upset with starthe Braves as a result of ting pitcher Jim Palmer
their 3-2. 13-inning vic- and reliever Tippy Martory over the Cincinnati tinez than Stoddard's
Reds Monday night.
throwing goofs.
Torre held a 15-minute
"It wasn't one of his
meeting in the clubhouse better games," Weaver
with his team following said of Palmer, who was
Monday night's loss to staked to a 5-0 lead in the
one of baseball's hottest second inning. "All I
teams. The Giants have know is if Tippy Martinez
won eight straight.
gets two guys out there
"Going nine innings wouldn't be any bunts."
made me. happy. But I
In an even -more
can't say In surprised _dramatic comeback. the
that I could do it," said New York Yankees
the 34-year-old Barr, who roared from an early 7-0
hadn't pitched a complete deficit and downed the
game since 1980.
Detroit Tigers 9-7.- In

-•

other American League
games, the Milwaukee
Brewers thumped the
Texas Rangers 9-1, the
Toronto Blue Jays
defeated the Boston Red
Sox 4-2, the Kansas City
Royals pounded the
Cleveland Indians 12-2
and the Oakland A's
trounced the Seattle
Mariners 9-4. California
and Minnesota had the
night off.
Yankees 9, Tigers 7
The Tigers built a 7-0
lead against Ron Guidry
on Lance Parrish's tworun homer in the first inning and a five-run third,
capped by Glenn Wilson's
two-run double. But
George Frazier, Dave
LaRoche and Rich
Gossage held them to two
hits the rest of the way
and the Yankees began
their comeback with two
runs in the fifth.
Dave Winfield's threerun homer in the seventh
made it 7-5 and Roy
Smalley opened the
eighth with his 11th
homer, chasing Detroit
starter Dan Petry..
"I figured when we
finally got Petry out .of
there we had a chance,"
Winfield said. "He's one
heck of a pitcher. You
just don't figure to get

back from that far out
with him on the mound."
Dave Rucker came on
and gave up a single to
Ken Griffey, who was
sacrificed to second and
scored the tying run with
two out when Rucker
threw wildly to first after
fielding Willie Randolph's high chopper
Randolph took second on
the error and Jerry Mumphrey doubled him home
Oscar Gamble homered
in the ninth for New
York's final run.
Brewers 9, Rangers 1
Mike Caldwell pitched
a six-hitter for his third
consecutive victory and
Robin Yount drove in four
runs with a double,
grounder and sacrifice
fly as Milwaukee opened
a 312-game lead on
Boston in the Al. East,
the Brewers' largest
margin of the season.
George Wright's home
run in the third inning
gave Texas a 1-0 lead and
snapped Caldwell's string
of 18 shutout innings. But
the Brewers scored four
runs in the fifth against'
Doc Medich, two on
Yount's bases-loaded
double and two on a
bases-loaded single' by
Gorman Thomas

Philadelphia beat Pittsburgh 4-3 in the first
game of a doubleheader
before the second game
was suspended by a major league curfew law and
St. Louis whipped New
York 7-2.

,o
o
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hit a round-tripper and Christy Nance added
or Hopkins.
one to the Gould Oil atGrowers Loose Leaf tack
trimmed Bank of MurMembers of the Pony
ray, 20-16. behind home
run power from Jason League All Star team inJarrett, Jason Greer and clude: Rodney Tucker.
Billy Sinnett. Bank of Russell Usher, Keith
Murray wasn't without Thorn. Ricky Boggess,
its' own power as Jason Ricky Smith, Louie BerCarson and Kelly Martin brich, Clint Barrow, Raymond Grady, Robby
each hit homers.
Hutson Ag Service Stevens and Robert
rounded out the Kirksey Thweatt.
season with a 24-8 victory. Members of the Little
over Gould Oil, Beth League All Star team inLeslie and Tina Barrow clude: Ricky Colson,
hit homers for Hutson Robby Tabers, Gary

Mills, Greg Hill, Wesley.
Tabers, Jackie Tucker,
Johnny Ahart, David Carson, Darrin Parker.
William Erwin, Matthew
Yuill, Michael Hopkins.
Steve Shepherd, Bryan
Smith, Mark Flood. and
Monty Thompson.
Girls softball All Stars
include: Christy Nance,
Traci Gillim, Terri
Gillizn. Monique Yuill,
Beth Leslie. Alison
Leslie. Missy Tabers,
Patty Martin, Tina Barrow, Tammy Parker and
Jeanne Rule

SCOREBOARD
AUTO
LAUNDRY

753-1331

19, Proksuonal T00, h

Open Mon. thru Thurs. Open Friday 8 Sat.
7 a.m. to 7 p.m.
7 a.m. to 8 p.m.

Closed
Sunday
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DeCinces went 12-for-24
Texas
43 66
394 n',
Mamilly'sGm.s
Minnesota
38 73
,
' Philadelphia 44, Pntaburgh 3-9. 2nd and drilled eight home
112 5,
game sinpended. 7.1 innings
Monday's Games
runs last week, while
Toronto 4. Boston 2
St taus 7. New York?
Chicago 9. Baltimore 5
Chicago 9, Montreal 2
Smith batted .560 and
Milwaukee 9. Texas 1
Lo.A-Nok.'''•cu`rmnat' T93,oitoa' helped the
Giants win
New York 9. Dett-oit
Kansas City 12. Cleveland 2
Houston 4.San Diego 3
seven straight games.
Oakland 9. Seattle 4
San Francuce 5, Atlanta 0
NEW YORK 1 API Only games scheduled •
Pittsburgh ' Sarmiento 5-11 at Major league baseball atTuesday s Gams.
Boston 1 Torret 7.6 at Toronto Stieb Pluladelpfus Bystrom 3-4 1, 2, nI. 1st
tendance pushed past the
11-11 ,.'n,
game completion of suspended game
New York !Alexander 0-51 at Detroit
St LOWS Mara 9.7, at New York 30 million mark over the
A.lidar 5-5, in,
Jones
n•
weekend, according to
Baltimore , McGregor 12.9. at
Chicago Martz 5-7 at Montreal
Chicago , Burns 12.41. n
Rogers 14-41. n1
figures released by ComTexas , Hough 11-6, at Milwaukee
Houston Ralik 5-61 at San [beg',
missioner Bowie Kuhn.
"Slaton 8-31, en ,
" Lollar 114', n
Caltfornia 1K.Forach 10-71 at MmAtlanta I Mahler 118, at San Frannaco
With 2,044,252 fans atLaskey 1041. to,
nesota Williams 14 n
tending games last week
Cuwirmatt 'Seaver 5-11
Cleveland Waits 1-10- at Kansas (Iit,
at Law
Angeles Valemuela 14-8,, inl
- the fourth time this
Oakland , McCatt, 6-1 1 at Seattle
Wedorsday's Gums
year that attendance has
ICIark
Atlanta at San Francisco
•
Chicago at Montreal, n
been over 2 million for
Wednesday'•
Texas at Milwaukee
St Lmnill New York, ni
one week - the season's
Boston Si Toronto, n
Pttlaburgh at Philadelphia, in
Not. York at Detroit." n
Houston at San Diego. 1 ni
total reached 30,678,657.
Baltimore at Chicago, n
CUICIIMMi 01 Loa Angolan,'fl
Californta at Muineaota. n
BATTING 240 at ba5 - McGee.
Cleveland at Kansa.City, I n1
St Louis. 52, Oliver, Montreal, 317
Oakland at Seattle, n
Knight. Houston, 313. la Smith
BATTING '140 at bats) - W Wilson , St t,.. 307 Carter. Montreal. 305
Kansas Cu). 343. Harrah. Cleveland
RUNS Smith. St lams.(18, Mar
336. Cooper. Milwaukee. 322 . phy. Atlanta, 78. Dawson. Montreal. 74.
P•ciorek. Chicago, 3E1. Yount Sandberg. Chttago. 71
Schmidt.
Milwaukee..320
Philadelphia, 70
Reserve seat ticket
RUNS - R.Henderson, Oakland, 93
RBI - Miu.phy. Atlanta, 76, Clark,
Molitor. Milwaukee. 87. Harrah , San Franctsco, 79, Unman, New are still available for the
Cleveland. 83, Yount. Milwaukee.
York. 72. Oliver. Montreal. 71, Hen- five Murray High home
Evans. Boston. 71
drick:St Lotus. 71
games this
RBI - McRae. Kansas CIty. 97.
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I Kenned!, San Diego, obtained for $15 at the
rah. Cleveland. 142. Cooper 32, Knight. Houston, 23, Davraon. MonMilwaukee. 131. Yount, Milwaukee, treal. 27. Media*, Pittsburgh 26. Murray Board of Educa135. McRae. Kansas Clty. 133
Oliver, Montreal. 26. J Thompson. Pitt. tion Building or
can be
G Thomas. stourgh, 25
HOME RUNS
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Mdwaukee. 27. Re.Jackson. Cabfonua.
Thon. Houston, 9. ordered by calling 75326, Thornton. CleveLand, 5, Harrah, McGee. St.lotus. 8. Garner, Houston, 4363.
Cleveland. 24. Cooper. Milwaukee. 23. 7. Templeton, San Diego. 7,J Ray, PittThe Tigers' first game
(*hoe. Milwaukee. 5, DeCince_s. sburgh. 6. Moreno, PIttaburgh, 6.
La Snuth.St Lotus.6 Pohl, Houston.6
Caldorma.23
will be Aug. 27 when they
STOLEN BASES - R Henderson.
HOME RUNS - Kingman. New
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Power-Packed
Pocket Computer
•
OUR LOWEST PRICE
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• Calculate

Business. Scientific,
Engineering Problems and More

• Programmable

in Easy-to-Learn
Pocket Computer BASIC Language

• Use_Ready-to-Run

Software With
Optional Interface and Recorder

• 10-Digit Numeric Accuracy

Low-Cost Pocket
Computer Model PC-1
Was 5159 95
In Cat RSC-7

• Also Functions as a Calculator

• Retains Programs and

Data
Even When Power is Off

149
95
Add a Printer/Cassette Interface for S127.95!
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Gadgets help parents stay active
;1.

By BARBARA MAYER
The Citrons, writers and
AP Newsfeatures
consultants who travel
When Howard and San- for a living, often to
dra Weinberg of New remote locations, have
York go sailing on their simply taken their
boat, 2-)ear-old Brett daughter along. Kelly has
comes along. "We've logged about 70,000 miles
been taking him on all our with her parents to such
vacations since he was 2 outposts as Machu Picweeks old." said Mrs chu in the Andes and
Mount Kilimanjaro in
Weinberg.
Seven-month-old Kelly Africa
hasn't slowed down her
The Citron and
parents, Barbara Sleeper Weinberg families are
and Bob Citron. either part of a tradition that

seems to be growing
traveling for pleasure or
business with a baby in
tow
Indications are that
nearly half of vacationing
American 44 percent are taking the children
along, according to
figures obtained by Samsonite Travel Advisory
Service. It is not known
how many of those
children are infants. But
American Baby
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HERE IS A MODERATE SIZE FARMHOUSE style of
house. It has two bedrooms on the first floor and another two
on the second floor. Interior features include a wide bow window in the dining room and a window in the kitchen that
overlooks a terrace. Plan HA1167Y has 1,117 square feet on
the first floor and 708 on the second. For more information
write — enclosing a stamped, self-addressed envelope — to
York & Schenke, 226 Seventh St., Garden City, N.Y. 11530.

Magazine says reader
conuttents and letters indicate more Americans
are traveling with very
young children.
The trend is reflected in
the greater number of
products designed
specifically for traveling
with an Infant. According
to James Fine, a
marketer of infant and
juvenile furnishings, such
products have been on the
increase in recent years.
It was the folding urnbrellatype stroller that
started the present trend,
he said. Consumer acceptance of the strollers
which appeared on the
market about 10 years
ago was so immediate
and strong that it became
evident there was a need
for products to make
traveling with a baby
easier.
Fine cited at least Emir
additional product
categories currently
available. They include:
sling carriers which
enable a ,parent to cradle
a very small baby to the
chest, side or back, leaving the hands free: portable cribs; portable
seats that attach to any
table; and handoperated
food grinders that turn
restaurant food into baby
food quickly right at the
table.
Also available are a
variety of gadgets such
as an inflatable baby bath
and a changing pad that
folds up into its own small
envelope.
The secret to successful
traveling With a baby is
being prepared for as
many eventualities as
possitle, said Barbara
Sleeper.
"We always have a
carry bag packed with
disposable diapers, a
change of clothes, baby
wipes, bibs and a cloth
diaper for spreading out
or mopping up." The bag
stows under a seat in an
airplane. Also part of the
kit is a portable stroller
and a baby backpack
made especially to
transport an infant.
Sandra Weinberg found
travel aids such as a food
grinder, pouch carrier
and portable crib invaluable when her son
was younger. '•I
discovered it was actually easier to take him
along when he was an infant than it is now," she
said.
Tips for traveling with
a baby include the following: Travel with a few
small sturdy toys and
about a dozen disposable
diapers.
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just
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You're earning the highest rotes allowable
Don't settle for "peanuts " Earn the whole
bog at Home Federal

EOM ANNINI
LENDER

By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
Q. - The den in our
house has a wooden floor
that isn't in very good
shape. We would like to
install resilient floor tile
on it, probably the vinyl
asbestos kind. Can we put
it on right over the old
floor or is it necessary to
put something between
them?
A.- Is there a subfloor
under the present one?
Usually, such a combination makes it unlikely an
underlayment of either
plywood or hardboard
will be necessary. In this
case, though, you say the
floor is in bad shape. If
that means there are
loose boards and worn
spots, you should install
the underlayment, then
the resilient floor tile.
Before the underlayment,
see that all loose boards
are nailed down securely.
The plywood or hardboard should be purchased specifically for the
purpose; that is, ask for
underlayment onequarter-inch thick. Most
of the time it comes in
panels 4 feet by 4 feet,
which makes it easy to
handle. When you buy the
underlayment, tell the
dealer you want the proper nails for it.

Today many individuals are still carrying
insurance designed for
the 50s and are paying
for it through higher
premiums and inadequate coverages. See
us for information on
how you can increase
deductibles and purchase higher limits of
liability and maybe
even save money to

759-16.30
Office 16111 Broadb.a. Paducah. Kr..

"Large enough to be'trying. yet aniall enough lobe friend!,."

right, but from the outside it stands out like a
sore thumb, as though it
were screaming out loud
that it is new while the
rest of the house is old.
What would be the best
way to make it fade into
the house so it wodgin't
be noticed so much?
A. - Paint it the same
color - or as close as you
can get - to the color of
the roof.
Q. - Sometimes, in
lumberyard advertisements, we are puzzled
by the terms used. For instance, what is the difference between dimensional lumber and board
lumber?
A. - Dimensional
lumber comes in all widths and is between 2 and 5
inches thick. Board
lumber is less than 2 inches thick, but must be 8
inches or more in width.
Q. - We are thinking
about adding an extra
room to our house and
then renting it out. Does
this appear to be a good
idea?
A. - Not unless your
local building authorities
approve every step of the
plan, including the size
and location of the addition and whether such a
rental conforms with
regulations. Sometimes a
town or village will okay
such a move only if the
room is intended for a
close relative, such as a
married son or daughter.
Q. - I am confused by
what I have read about
salt-box houses being ex-

Copier on
the blink?

hoot.
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Insurance
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is sold to the local utility with little or no backup
and then bought back at heating or cooling.
nights and on cloudy
The photovoltaic cells
days.
and solar domestic water
What makes the system heating system are
work are energy - mounted on the southfacconscious features and ef- mg roof of a service wing
ficient appliances. Ear- that houses a two-car
thsheltering conserves garage, laundry room,
heat in cold weather and pantry, mudroom and
helps cool the house when workshop. In addition,
it is hot. The north side of the house has a solar
the 'house is earth- greenhouse for food probermed, except for the duction and a waste
front entry area, and recycling system.
there are 18 inches of
Why isn't this type of
earth on the roof. The house springing up all
earth, 12 inches of fiber over the country"!
glass and 6 inches of rigid Because of price, which
foam insulation give a already has dropped
total R value of 50. A drastically from $1,000 a
special system combines peak watt to $10 a peak
exterior insulation and a watt today. Experts in
maintenanoz-free ex- the field say that within
terior finish to produce R- 10 years the price might
30 walls. Four-inch con- dip below $1 a peak watt,
crete floors, finished with which they say would put
quarry tile, store excess it within the practical
heat during the day and 'range and cheaper than
re-radiate it at night. Add conventional sources.
the super insulation to the
Do-it-yourselfers will
earth-sheltering and con- find much valuable
tinuous floor-to-ceiling material in Andy Lang's
glass on the south, as well handbook, "Practical
as overhangs to block out Home Repairs,- which
the summer sun, and the can be obtained by senhouse is said to maintain ding 81.50 to this paper at
70 degrees the year round Box 5, Teaneck NJ 07666. :

Here s the Answer

urttostraual hem cortitIcat• accounts

MurraN Branch
1201 %tin St.

made of silicon, which is
refined, then made into
slices no bigger than
fingernails. The silicon is
treated to have positive
and negative poles, like a
battery.
Invisible particles
making up sunlight are
called photons. These
photons strike the
positive side of a cell and
dislodge electrons in the
silicon. The electrons
flow through a wiring
system as electric current and then return to
the cell through the
negative side. The electric current continues
automatically as long as
the sun shines. When
there is no sunlight, other
factors take over to. conserve and distribute the
stored sunlight.
Steven Strong, president of Solar Design
Associates of Lincoln,
Mass., which designed all
three photovoltaic
houses, says 500 square
feet of the cells produce a
peak output of 4.5
kilowatts of electricity on
a sunny day. That is more
than the house requires,
so the surplus electricity

107 N. 4th
753-4937
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cellent for solar heating.
If I remember my
childhood, the long, low
slope of the salt-box
house faced to the north
and northwest to take
care of the harsh winds
from those directions.
Then how can the solar
roof collectors be placed
in the side of the roof facing north? Shouldn't they
be in the part of the roof
facing south?
A. - Yes. All that need
be done in the construction of a salt-box house to
be used for solar-heat collection is to face that side
toward the south.
Q. - You recently had
an article about
hacksaws. You said a
hacksaw cuts on the forward stroke and no
pressure should be applied when you pull back
the saw. That statement
has me puzzled, because
my hacksaw works exactly the opposite way. It
seems to cut only on the
backstroke and sticks if
you put pressure on the
saw when going forward.
How do you explain this'.'
A. - Evidently you or
someone put the blade in
backwards. Remove it
and put it in so the teeth
slant forward. In a few
situations, when you have
to work in tight quarters,
the blade may be
deliberately inserted so
the teeth slant the wrong
way. Ordinarily, with the
teeth going forward, the
hacksaw is used with
pressure on the forward
stroke and no pressure as
you bring it back towards
you. It works more easily
and cuts better that way.
Q. - When I place an
extension ladder against
my house, how far should
the bottom of the ladder
be from the foundation so
that it will be at its
steadiest?
A. - One-fourth the
height of the ladder. That
is, if the ladder is 20 feet
long, the feet of the ladder should be 5 feet from
the bottom of the house. If
it's a wooden ladder,
never apply paint to it,
since this will hide splits
and other defects. A clear
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finish is all right if you
wish, especially ifit's a
wood preservative.
Remember, too, you can
buy levelers, stabilizers,
anti-skid devices and
various other gadgets
designed to make your
ladder safer.
Q. - We soon will be
making a concrete patio
floor, not a very large one
but about 10 feet on each
side. We have two small
children and would like to
make the floor of a texture so it will not be slippery. What is the best
way to do this?
A. - An easy but very
effective way to give a
concrete floor a textured
appearance is to run a
broom across it after you
have used a float on it and
it has started to harden.
You may use a broom
with metal bristles, such
as is used for sweeping a
garage floor, if you want
a fairly heavy texture.
Sweep with a regular kitchentype broom for a less
emphatic effect.

What's new
on the
market?
THE PRODUCT - A
twocomponent epoxy
system for enhancing the
weatherability and
durability of porous concrete and masonry surfaces.
Manufacturer's claim
- That this epoxy treatment penetrates deeply
into structurally weak
porous concrete and
masonry.. that it provides excellent protection
against battery acids,
gasolines, alkalies and
other harsh chemicals,
including salt. that it can
be used on concrete
driveways, garage floors,
highways, bridges and
other surfaces exposed to
severe weather conditions and heavy traffic...and that it makes the
concrete surface
dustproof and easy to
clean.
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By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
Houses which generate
their own electricity from
sunlight may not be too
far off.
In fact, three of them
already are in existence.
The first, located in
southeastern
Massachusetts, has 2,300
square feet of space, with
the main living quarters
on a concrete floor and
with two bedrooms and a
bath on a second level.
How does it generate its
own electricity? Via
photovoltaic cells,
already in use in various
places in the world, including a radio station in
Ohio, a lookout tower in a
California forest, water
pumr stations along the
Nile in Egype, and two
villages in Saudi Arabia.
Photovoltaic cells are
solicistate devices which
generate electricity instantly when they are hit
by sunlight. They are
silent, non-polluting,
have no moving parts to
wear out or maintain and
can be mounted on a roof,
only a few feet away from
the point of use. They are

Is your insurance
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- We recently had a
dormer put in our roof to
give extra space and light
in a room in our attic. It
has been practical all
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Convicted murderer, Coppola, wants execution carried out
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PET OF THE WEEK -- "Brownie," year old
female,
Chihuahua and 11 Terrier, is available
for adoption at Calloway County Animal Shelter,
103 East Sycamore St., operated by the Humane
Society of Calloway County. Kittens and cats also
are available for adoption. Hours of the shelter are
8 a.m. to 5 p.m., Monday through Friday, 10 a.m. to
4 p m. on Saturday, and noon,to 4 p.m. on Sunday.
.,
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City offers new program
BOWLING GREEN,
Ky. ( API — If racquetball can do it, Bowling
Green's police officers
are going be in good
physical condition soon.
A voluntary exercise
program began this
month that is designed to
work the flab off the officers.
Members of the Bowling Green police force are
being allowed to use
athletic facilities at a
local racquetball club for
one year at the city's expense, said Police Chief
Gary Raymer.
"The guys sit behind
the wheel 90 percent of
the time," Raymer said.
"I know myself that I've
got 20 pounds I don't

need
Better fitness should
result in better overall
health for the officers and
fewer days lost because
of sickness, said the
chief.
Currently, officers in
the department don't
have to worry about
eating an extra dessert
now and then because
there are no restrictions
on weight, Raymer said.
But he said mandatory
weight rules may be on
the way with the start of
the exercise program.
"I think it's a way of
moving into that area,"said Raymer. "You can't
tell a 15-year veteran to
lose 30 pounds in six months."

cept the death sentence
and forgo further appeals.
Three things could prevent the execution: a stay
from the 4th Circuit or a
higher court; a reprieve
from Gov. Charles S.
Robb, which is unexpected: or a change of
heart from Coppola.
He is scheduled to die
at 11 p.m. in an electric
chair that hasn't been used for al years. He would
be the fifth person executed in the nation since
the U.S. Supreme Court
revived the death penalty
in 1976.
In deference to Coppola's wish for privacy,
Warriner refused to bring
him into open court Monday. He spoke with Coppola in a private holding
cell in the courthouse
with the lawyers and a
news reporter designated
by Warriner in attendance.
"I don't fear death. My
human dignity has suffered. No one could be
more objective about
what I am doing than
me," Coppola was quoted
as telling Warriner
through the barred cell

door
Robb. at the National
Governor's Association
meeting in Afton, Okla
said Monday night he was
continuing his revieu of
the case but has -not yet
found anything that
would cause me to intervene."
Coppola, 38. a former
policeman and Roman
Catholic seminarian, was
convicted in the beating
death of Muriel' Hatchell
of Newport News in a robbery in 1978. He has insisted on his innocence
through appeals that included two rejections by
the U.S. Supreme Court.
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burglary, forgery and being a persistent felon
Blankenship, 20, of Versailles, was sentenced to
15 years for burglary and
theft by unlawful taking
Wells said warrants
charging the three with
escape were issued. None
of the three has a
criminal record indicating he is dangerous.
Wells said

State collections lagging
$157,09,000 compared to
budget estimates $204
million, Sansom said
Monday.
The chief shortage occurred in the collection of
sales taxes, which were
more than $5.8 million
lower than budget experts had predicted. The
sales tax collection for
July was $99,713,000

Funding for the state •
highway program in the
month of July was •
$19,708,000 — more than
$1 million over estimates.
The principal cause of
this overage was the gas
tax collections which for
July were $111,408,000,
more than $2 million over
projections.
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had the same number in
1979.
Florida, which normally has about 10 percent of
the national total, has had
fewer recently because of
drought, according to Gil
Clark. a veteran
climatologist at the National Hurricane Center.
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HEALTH
Fears
approaching senility
Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.
and practice the memory
exercises in them There are
a lot of different books on
this available.
Research shows that some
problems in memory are
caused by loss of acefylcholine from the brain It is an
essential chemical for the
transmission of impulses
between nerve fibers •
involved in the process
There is some research that
medicines that prevent the
destruction of acetylcholine
may help but this is still
experimental and these
medicines are not available
for use.
Another idea is to increase
the choline intake, depend.
ing on the body to use it to
manufacture more acetyl- •
choline. Lean meats. liver,
DEAR READER — Your wheat germ and legumes.
concern is shared by most particularly soybeans. are
people as they get older, No good sources. But your body
one wants to lose his mental can manufacture choline
faculties
from the amino acids glyThat report on oxygen eine and methione which
was based on breathing pure should be available if you
oxygen and oxygen under get enough of good quality
pressure I hyperbaric condi- complete protein in your
bons) which was temporary. diet
You cannot increase the oxyAlzheimer's disease has •
gen supply to the brain by gotten lots of publicity but it
exercise. In fact the circula- is just one form of senility.
tion to the brain stays rather It cannot be separated from
constant even during vigor- other causes on a clinical
ous exercise
basis with certainty without
You can help prevent dis- examination of the brain
ease of the arteries to the cells. There is some evibrain, which is one of many dence that the accumulation
causes for senility, by fell- of aluminum in the brain
lowing programs to prevent cells is associated with the
heart attacks and strokes — disease.
which are really caused by
Still, with today's limited
diseased arteries. That knowledge your best bet is
means a diet and exercise to maintain good health.
program
including a program to preA great deal is being vent fatty-cholesterol depolearned about brain function sits in arteries Then use
and aging. Often part of the your brain for memory and
problem is a loss of ability problem-solving tasks reguto concentrate Activities tarty.
that improve concentration, Other helpful information
problem solving and use of is included in The Health
memory are very helpful in Letter 14-2. The Aging Mind.
regaining memory and which I am sending you 0th.
maintaining your memory. I ens who want this issue can
would suggest you begin send 75 cents with a long,
such activities as quickly as stamped, self-addressed
possible and do them regu- envelope for it to me. in care
tarty. Don't hesitate to go to of this newspaper, P0 Box
the bookstore and get some 1551, Radio City Station
books on memory training New York, NY 10019.
DEAR DR LAMB -- I am
afraid I will be one of those
unfortunate people who will
be afflicted with senility. My
mother was a victim the last
10 years of her life. A few
years ago there was an anticle stating that by injecting
oxygen into the brain the
memory could be improved.
Could you tell me which
exercises might help to
increase the flow of oxygen
to the brain?
I am 65 years old. approxpounds
10
imately
overweight, but working at
losing it in a sensible way
I'm fairly active, bowl, golf
and walk but do none of
these on a regular basis. Any
help you can give will be
appreciated
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Kenton County, was missing at Sunday's 11 pin.
roll call, said spokesman
David Wells. Hellard had
served just 10 days of a
five-year sentence for
theft and forgery.
Inmates Robert Donald
Smith and Mike Blankenship apparently walked
away from the prison on
Saturday.
Smith, 24, of Louisville,
was seryinv 90 years for
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sane.
Warriner said
just as a person should
be permitted to make
that decision when 1-1,
: is
sane •

Convicts remain at large

LEXINGTON, Ky
'AP — A trio of inmates
who walked away from
the Blackburn Correctional Complex over the
weekend remained at
large Monday night.
The escapees brought
to 27 the number of
prisoners who have fled
this year from the
minimum -security
But in May he asked prison, officials said.
Jack Hellard. 20. of
that an execution date be
set. He said he would
rather die than continue
living in prison. He said
he wanted to spare his
NASHVILLE, Tenn
family further agony and
asked to be executed in ( API — State revenue
the summer, when his collections for the month
two teen-age tons of July lagged $6.3 milliOn
behind the amount ofwouldn't be in school.
ficials projected the state
"I believe Mr. Coppola would collect, according
wishes to reserve unto to Finance and Admistrahimself what dignity he tion Commissioner
has," said Thomas Cox, William Sansom.
the lawyer appointed to
Total revenues colrepresent Coppola when lected in July were

Lightning deaths high in 1981
CORAL GABLES, Fla.
( API — North Carolina,
Louisiana and Colorado
each had five lightning
deaths in 1981, more than
any other state, weather
experts said,
Ohio had the most
lightning deaths in 1980,
with seven, and Texas

the execution date was Lawrence s request fur a
set
stay
No person should
Warriner ruled Coppola be permitted to make a
between life
was competent to decide decision
to (tic u hen he rejected and death when he is in-
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RICHMOND, Va. ( AP )
Convicted murderer
Frank J. Coppola says he
wants to die in Virginia's
electric chair tonight
because "I have to be
true to myself. That's one
thing I'd like to leave with
my kids."
On Monday, Coppola -who had shaved his head
except for a long, reddish
moustache tipped with
gray that drooped below
his chin •- told U.S.
District Judge D. Dortch
Warriner, "I want to be
executed, and my sincere
wish is that it be carried
out tomorrow i Tuesday )
night."
Warriner, who visited
the condemned man in a
holding cell, refused to
postpone the execution,
saying Coppola was -rational and perceptive"
enough to decide his own
fate.
But the attorneys who
lost their postponement
request scheduled a second appeal today before
the 4th U.S. Circuit Court
of Appeals. They represent J. Gray Lawrence,
one of the two lawyers
Coppola fired in May
when he decided to ac-
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Child labor law enforcements cause difficulties in movies
LOS ANGELES AP
— As long as there have
been movies, there have
been child stars, and problems protecting them.
But after the death of
two children in a movie
accident last month,
some officials say efforts
to enforce the strict childlabor laws are hampered
by mild penalties and, in
some cases, parents who
are too happy their kids
are in the movies to be
vigilant.
The two childrenwho
were killed along with actor Vic Morrow when a
helicopter went out of
control, on a fiery movie
set were working too late
at night and had no work
permits, state officials
said Some hope the accident will help efforts to
stiffen penalties for
violators of child-labor
raw
As a general deterrent: the penalties are
low. They are antiquated
and need to be revised."
said state Labor Commis-

sioner Patrick Henning
He intends to propose
tougher penalties in the
next session of the
Legislature
Criminal violations of
the state Labor Code
dealing with children are
considered -misdemeanors, and the
penalties range up to MO
and six months in jail.
Civil penalties range
from $100 to $1.000 depending on whether the offenses are life endangering .
"If you've got a 8100,000
day and you might get
fined $500 for working a
child overtime. it's no big
deal," said Colleen
Logan, regional director
of the state Division of
Labor Standards Enforcement_ "Even if the
violation is criminal, they
will only get a fine. They
never get jail"
Within 60 days, her office will begin a series of
hearings on revisions to
close gaps in the law, not
only for Hollywood but

for other dangerous jobs.
such AS replacing targets
at shooting range and
selling flowers at freeway
ramps where children
are lti danger of being hit
by cars or robbed
-Basically, we have a
good law
- if it is
obeyed," Mrs. Logan
said.
Morrow. My-ca Dihn
La, 7. of Cerritos and
Renee Shinn Chen, 7, of
Pasadena were killed at
230 a_in. July 23 during a
Vietnam War scene. Explosions being detonated
in a river about 50 miles
north of Los Angeles
caused a low -flying
helicopter to go out of
control.
"It was absolutely illegal," Mrs. Logan said.
"The children shouldn't
have been there at that
hour. They
the producers ) didn't have work
permits for the children.
They were using explosives, in which case
the- children wouldn't
have been permitted to

work at all There was no
teacher to look IAA for
their welfare."
The accident happened
on a set for a movie being
produced by Steven
Spielberg for Warner
Bros. Inc. Three individuals have been slapped with 85,000 civil fines
each for violating child
labor laws, and state officials are investigating
possible criminal violations.
"I was shocked that the
children were working at
2:30 in the morning and
that there was no welfare
worker." said Gene
Reynolds, a child star in
the 1930s and most
recently executive pro-

ducer of the • 'I ou Grant"
TV series
-Part of the problem is
that we always seem to
need something more
spectacular to top each
other, and everybody
wants to rush because
time is money."
Reynolds said.
Parents can be another
part of the problem
"Some parents are so
pleased to have their
children in niovies that
they aren't as vigilant as
they would be.•• Mrs.
Logan said. "For some,
the money is a factor."
Last year, the state
issued 20,090 six-month
theatrical work permits
to minors. Ti s• Screen Ac-

tors Guild, which two
years ago got special
language in its contract
to safeguard children,
lists only 3 percent of its
50,000 members as
children, and even fewer
belong to the Screen ExtrasGuild
-I don't think it t the accident that killed Morrow
and the two children I was
because of a lack of
regulations. It was just
something that slipped
through the holes," says
K m in F' ellner
spokeswoman for the
Screen Actors Guild.
California's first law
protecting child actors
was passed in 1929.
"There were problems

with minors in dangerous
jobs -not only in the
movies but in every industry when ow- laws
were passed in the 1920s
to protect them." said
Frank Bacon. , an investigator for the state
Division of Labor Standards Enforcement and
the chief investigator on
the Morrow case.
"I remember seeing
old Mack Sennett silent
movies with kids chasing
around in cars and such
things," he said.
A child now must have
a job promise, a health
certificate and at least a
"C" average to get a
theatrical work permit. A
child can spend no more

than eight hours a day on
the set, and three of them
must be allotted for
education by a teacher
who also looks out for the
child's well-being.
Another of those eight
hours must be set aside
for relaxation, Children
under 8 are forbidden to
work after 6:30 p.m., and
are barred from hazardous working conditions.
Mrs,. Logan decided the
sex scenes in "Taxi
Driver" were too explicit
for teen-age actress Jodie
Foster, and she refused to
permit actress Linda
Blair to undergo grueling
five-hour make-up sessions for "The Exorcist."

Disabled coal mines to see ease in procedures

FRANKFORT, Ky. cabinet includes the the university to resume
The law requires two diogram.
( API — Disabled coal Labor Department, said examinations, meaning
medical reports in supThose should be enough
miners will no longer the changes follow a nine- claimants can go to
the port of a black-lung in most
cases, Human
have to drive so far, pay month study of the black- University of Kentucky
, claim, and Wells said the Resources
Secretary
so much or wait so long to lung program, which he the University
of Workers' Compensation grady Stumbo
said. "We
qualify for black-lung said "is pronelo be con- Louisville or the new
Board has attributed the are not ruling out addibenefits, according to sume d by the eastern Kentucky clinic.
use of large numbers of tional tests in certain cirI.abor Commissioner bureaucracy."
"There is no need for physicians to "overkill
" cumstances to get addiJohn Wells.
"We have talked with the miners to travel these on the part
of attorneys.
tional information on the
Wells and other of- miners, doctors, at- long distances," he said.
The board said four extent of the disability."
ficials held a news con- torneys and state ofFarmer said travel medical opinions
are
Wells said adference Monday to an- ficials," Farmer said.
from the western usually sufficient.
While ministrative control will
nounce
several
changes
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8 Lager
The Labor Department
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injury and disease negotiating with -various tested, rather than conern Indian
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9 Yearned
tests,
recommen
ded by also recommended that
prefix
special fund, which pays parties that have ex- testing every claim.
37 Hermit
10 Region
COOMs CCU=
the Human Resources Gov. John Y. Brown Jr.
40 Plan
the benefits, will no pressed an interest" and
11 Detent
That will help reduce Cabinet, will be a history
appoint a board of physi35 Import in a
ACROSS
43 Printer s
16 Plot
longer automatically will choose based on processing time, Wells
and physical examina- cians and environmental
way
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ty
of
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skilled.
"The
time
it
will
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song
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HAZARD, Ky. (AP) — Steele did not order
will be standardized, and for miners in the east un55 Stage
an been able to say con23 Dunker s
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so
51
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delight
there will be tighter ad- til April, when Dr. The evidence from an autopsy.
clusively where the bullet
autopsy
Metal
59
may
27 Note of scale
result in a
52
Jones has been tried for had entered Terry's
ministrative crtrol over Ballard Wright, the clinic
53 54
55
se 57
28 Street shove-60 Capuchin
fourth
trail
for a man who the murder three times. head.
the program.
director, resigned in a
1 59
so
81
monkeys
29 Opening
Public Protection and dispute over his contract. has stood trial for the Each trial has been
Jones' attorney,
62 Ripped
31 Obstruct
12
same
84
murder three thrown out after the jury William
65
Regulation Secretary
63 Brick-carrier
34 Conjunction
Wells said the departScalf of Lexprevious
times since failed to decide whether ington, said
Tracy Farmer, whose ment is negotiating with
he thinks
April 1980, according to Jones murdered Terry
or another trial would
authorities.
HE CHOCK I NEAR
acted in self-defense.
MATS ENT..WE'RE NOT
violate
WELL,THE WAY YOUR
his
client's
rights.
I'M SORRY...THE NUMBER
Elhanon Jones Jr. surYOUR TEAM CAN'T PLAY
Now, findings from an
ALLOWED TO C70 ANY-I-NINE
TEAM PLAiEP, CHUCK,
"I think it would be unYOU HAVE DIALED 15
rendered to authorities 10 autopsy performed
BASEBALL ON NAT VACANT
TNAT MINT BE FUN ..
nearIT WASN'T MuCI4 FUN
just for the man to be
NOT IN SERVICE
days after Glenn Dale ly two years after
LOT ANY MORE...
the tried again," Scalf said.
ANYWAY, WAS IT?
"Sonny" Terry, 23, was murder has prompted
'
the
Li
But Perry County Comshot to death at a bar in state to try Jones a fourth
-7(
monwealth's Attorney
rural Perry County on tii..e.
Alva Hollon Jr.
New Year's Day 1979.
Letcher Circuit Judge
Prosecutors argued F. Byrd Hogg, who disagrees.
that Jones had shot Terry presided over the third
"If you have new
in the back of the head trial, said the autopsy
is evidence you should
e
without provocation as the key to the case.
have an opportunity to
Terry lay on the barroom
"Without the autopsy, present it," Hollon said.
floor where he had fallen this is a very hard case "There's no magic
while trying to run away. for a jury to decide," number for how many
Jones testified, Hogg added.
times you can try
however, that he shot
Last Dec. 17, State somebody."
Ten')' after the victim at- Medical Examiner
Scalf has asked the
tacked him with a knife George Nichols performKentucky Supreme Court
and cut him on the arm.
ed an autopsy on Terry's to dismiss the case. The
Four state policemen body that showed the
DANGER
high court is not schedulwho
combed
the
bar for bullet entered the vic- ed
BLASTING
to meet again until
evidence after the slaying tim's head behind his left
Aug. 23, and court offound neither the fatal ear and exited through
ficials have been unable
bullet nor a knife. For his right cheek.
a,*
to say whether a ruling
unknown reasons, Perry
Until the autopsy, of- might be issued
before
County • Coroner Walter ficials said, no one had
then.
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EATS SHOE POLISH
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CAN FIND
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OUT 0.4-105
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WASHINGTON I API — Rogers concept or for holdings in the liquor
and
TN EM
In a joint announcement, three years, whichever is spirits industry.
Marriott
Marriott Corp. and sooner.
is a diversified lodging,
Heublein, Inc. have
Heublein, based in Far- food service and enterreported the completion mington, Conn., has wide tainment company.
of the sale of 69 Kentucky
Fried Chicken units
'formerly operated by
Marriott's Gino's diviATHENS, Ohio I API — and doubles semifinals
sion.
The amount of the all- Dinah Adkins' project is will be held on the first
SO WHAT'S
I JUST SAVED MYSELP
cash deal was not disclos- lying in thousands of day, with the first 15
THE GOOD
A WHOLE BUNCH
pieces, but she's not con- finishers in each category
ed.
NEWS "?'
OF MONEY!
J.W. Marriott, Jr., cerned — hundreds of advancing to the finals
president and chief ex- people soon will be arriv- the following day. The
ecutive officer, said the ing to help her put it 500- and 1,000-piece
KFC sale was a signifi- together.
puzzles will be identical
Ms. Adkins is coor- for each category.
cant -step in the company's plans to dispose of dinator of the National
The Hallmark Cards
Gino's units not being Jigsaw Puzzle Champion- company has designed
converted into Roy ships, the first timed puz- new puzzles for the conRogers fast food zle competition to be held test, but the designs are
restaurants. Gino's was in a decade. About 200 secret and won't be
acquired by the people are expected to ar- unveiled until the tournaWashington-based Mar- rive here for the tourna- rnent begins,she said.
ment Aug. 21-22, she said
riott firm in February.
kfiNEW."WHO seNr
"Some people put
THE /11555A6E ?" I'D
The 69 stores in the deal Wednesday.
puzzles together by
SOUND LIKE A FOOL
A letter from a Col- memorizing the die
are in the -'mid-Atlantic
A ME
-c-,546E FOR
SAYING ,.OUR UNKNOWN
region.
orado contestant sug- cuts," Ms. Adkins said,
YOU . QUOTE
COMMANDER •
BRING REX AS
"The 30 former Gino's gests the competition will
WHO 15 HE,
"They're bagging each
IS TO BARON — ,
restaurants that have be fierce.
ANYHOW'
one I puzzle) individually
KHAN AT ONCE.,
already been converted
"He's been fantasizing and breaking them up by
END QUOTE
to Roy Rogers units are for years that jigsaw hand" in a .Lawrence,
ER—CLEAR
doing very well," Mar- puzzling will become an Kan., plant, she said.
riott said.
Olympic sport," Ms. -They're going to be
Under terms of the Adkins said. "We've got a stored down here in the
ER...•i'4E
SAID YOU'D
XFC sale. Gino's units woman coming from - Bank One vault."
KNOW. A PLANE
.can continue to offer KFC Texas rhat,i, ;.".1 juat
First-place winners in
VsAAITS AT THE
products° until the units fanatic."
Al RPORT,
each category will win
are converted to the Roy
Ms. Adkins said singles $1,009.
.
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Hazard man may face fourth trial
following 1979 shooting in barroom
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2. Notice

2. Notice

13. Articles for Sale

24. Miscellaneous

32. APTS. For Rent

43. Real Estate

46. Homes for Sale'

49. Used Cars

53. Services Offered

KEROSENE Three room furnished 143 Acres located on
Two room cabin and 12 1977 Monte cario excel
Campbell'sTree Ser
Prix $150 753 8474
HEATERS
Buy now' apartment 1 or 2 adults State Line Road be
utility
ilargel
o
AM Fiss vice
07 lent condition
Topping, trim
$8.0 tween Hazel and New :pip
Repo Magnavox stereo and sage' 6800 BTU, Hwy 121 South
approximatel
2
wy a
miles stereo cassette
air
ming. removing
Ful j
$119 99, 9000 BTU. month plus deposit
AM FM cassette turn
Providence
90 acres from Murray, lust off condition
$3000 firm
insurance
Call 1 52 r
5405
753
5149 99. 9300 BTU
table, 2 speakers Ask
under cultivation Some 4362508
753 0503
2110
Crappie Hollow
0918
$17999. 9300 13TU with Two bedroom Town timber, well, spring and
rig $500 or oest offer
197$ Oldsmobile Delta
M
fan, $211 99
Carpet and iinole' am
11,500 Houses available at year round creek
753 9573
WORTH A SECOND 88 loaded. $3950
Call installation
Co has a complete line
BTU. $179 99
19,500 Hamlet North Apart
SI 50 scy
Several good building
LOOK
if
753
you
2813
have not
of glass plexiglass, and
Wallin ments, carpeted. cen
BTU, $21999
yard
10 years
sites Priced at $96.000
ex
seen a home yet
1976 Dodge Omni 4 door perience in Mu
mirrors We install autc
Hardware Paris, Tenn
trai air and heat, range, Call KOPPERUD worth your time that's
rray
and hatchback
glass and replace side
Very good area Also home
A Story Clark piano, OREGON SAW chains, disposal,dishwasher, REALTY
-epair
753 1221 for
money
then
it
is
time condition, t owner. and remodeling
mirrors, for cars anc
Broyhill dining table la" pitch for 16" bar, refrigerator. washer more detA,Is
phone.
you saw this 4 bedroom. 53000 miles,
trucks
$3500 firm
We instal,
and 6 chairs, Smith $T 994 20", $899 Wallin and dryer hookup
753 0770 ask for Bor
2 bath home, a family 753 3940
aluminum store fronts
Corona typewriter, Hardware Paris, Tenn
Lease required
Cali
Chimney Siwt zeping
room the kids can live
plate glass. and in
chair hair dryer, clut Sawdust
Do it now
in A living room you 1979 Malibu Classic 4 Service
Will deliver. 753 7550 Or 753 7559. ----.
Strout
sulated glass
We to,
chair. Westinghouse t v
will really live in We're door, metallic blue. before you rie ..eer Your
Shoemaker Lumber Co. Two bedroom garage
storm windows, storm
759 9585
Retells
Hwy 22 North McKenzie,. furnished, new carpet
will like what power steering power Chimney Late, -We Will
you
sure
doors, and screens We
Broyhill traditional sofa Tenn 901 352 5777. after mg, utility room with
you see For a grand brakes. a ircondition, have a workin g list. Cali
cut glass table tops,
real sharp $4150 753 435 4348 or 762
washer $200 a month
tour call 753 1492 Cen
4792
Office roost is Coast
mirrors, and window
Excellent condition like Seasoned
713
tuyy 21, Loretta Jobs 0092
2 Elm
Cal,
Concrete, 01 ock, brick,
Firewood $18
Moyers from Ennywhere
glass
We also repair Looking for a storage new $185
Please call rick, $23 deliver 395 4756
Realtors
Owner says For sale 1977 Mustang basemen ts, bun
and replace patio door box or hope chest, after 6p m
lelishle Som.. Since 1100
759 1831.
he will not refuse any silver with black inter
dations, • irive ways,
greeting cards, bir
Two young ladies want
Calloway 436 5806.
glass M & G Glass Co
11.2 Cold•stor toed
ior, V 6 4 speed trans
reasonable offer
to share a nice house
sidewalks, patios, and
dhouses, etc ? See GE Refrigerator 21cu. Seven modern
816 Coldwater Rd. 753
used
M•rrsy
lestocky
42071
air. AM FM stereo, chimney' y
With another woman
Gerald Waldrop at ft frost free ice maker, windows for sale. 436
Free es
0180 or 753 2798
11021753 0186
cruise control, sun roof, timates C all 753
harvest gold
Near MSU and down
Whirpool 5830
Bank of Murray Fri
5476.
new tires, excellent
A•ytime
dryer harvest gold Call
town.
2
bath private
and Sat
FREE F STIMATES On
Two plots. Memorial entrance.
1971 Honda 350 good condition 52850
KENNON
436 2593 or 762 2747.
1972 All Ely
Have 5 minutes? Call
Available
!ctrical. Plumb
Gardens. Call 492 8658
Ford Country Squire
condition 5350 753 6148
Ireber
August 1 Call Rebekah
ing, Pr tinting, and Well
759-4444 for an inMagnavox 25in. color
Window airconditioner after 5p m 753 6577
Licensed Bonded
1972 Honda 450, 12,000 Wagon 5275 437 4999
t v cabinet model Ex
Pump Needs Licensed
spirational message to
22000 BTU $250
Hot
For sale 1973 Buick
cellent condition new
Call 7`,3 00970r /53 9673'
water heater 30 gallon
brighten your day.
$500
1974 Yamaha 435 4419
picture tube. 7538382.
Fenc e safes- 'at Sears
575. 1979 Malibu Classic
A REAL MONEY R0100, huni well $275..
Card ot Thanks
Children's tape 759now Call Sears 753 231C
Queen size hide a bed, 54150 753 0091.
Three sleeping rooms MAKER. Each side 1979 Go Cart. 5 h.p Hot
.# i__I SW, Woh
for free estimate for
With matching chair.
4445.
has two bedrooms, 1 engine, custom point
1966 318 Dodge motor, for rent near Univers
r• Wel Dr Ia P reels I. roe
1968 Dodge Window yo'..ir needs
Early American •style
core S. .t#4 *I Me Woo,and carpet $350
318 Dodge transmission, ity
Call Van Heavy duty .
753 1491 or after bath, eat•in kitchen
off white vinyl. Phone
1 lohc
Caw, Coe., Wsprer
Here's a chance to have after 5 30 753 9658
F
1973 Chevy 400 trans- 6p m., 753 0187
753
7989
wheel base
after 5p m
Ille•Or rem Ore. /wow Moire, 111b.
V 8 an
a home with income and 1976 Honda 550 4 cylin
mission, 2 12in
Ford Women students
0* 4., es wee,el wows
automatic transm.(. ,
FLOOR SANDING
'
s...ere
$295
build
tractor
equity
plows.
for,
8649.
753
Tee ewers el Sower%
the
der.
New
Pegrke
per semester 1611 Olive
header and sion
Runs good $6,i
AND FINISHING
Creech et Chest 4.,
future. Phone for ,de
rwreilol
handle
bars
Air compressor, Street
$RO
or
best
491
Contact
8993
after 5p m
Dr. tails
muse end
20 years experience.
Cl•wdrell Wend
and appointment. Offer
753 8584 after 1979
Ingersol Rand, 5 HP Farless 753 3531 or 753
Vacuum Cleaners
if 1101116 ROWERS
hew lw S. lowly reek.. mi
Dodge Power A .
753 1492, Century 21, 6p.m.
Stained floors our
good condition. Call 7885
We hyenas erre Mower feed orl
Authorized Electrolux
Sale on assorted
gon V 8, 404, long wh:,
Loretta Jobs Realtors.
759 1809
hew ..••• re w • Mee we we
1976 Honda 550 Four, base, aircond itiospeciality.
Sales and Service Call
plants.
W• Week I.... ler Wok, ea
windshield, automatic, ociw,- ,
For sale AA Kirby and
753 3639
Pewee Ws we el serreer
O EAU
Shirley Florist
cre.shbar,sissybar, 2
Electrolux vacuum
steering, AM FM. r.•
R CO.
helmets,
Garden Center
cleaners, with at
excellent con
A nice. quiet 2 bedroom
movable campikr tcc
dition 5.960. Call $4700 or best of
354-6127
tachments. Good as 2 bath furnished house
502 N 4th Street
fe
759 4825_
new. Call Paris 901 642 with washer and dryer
436 5414.
85 Massey Ferguson
Murray Kentucky
riding mower Call 753
7473.
$200 a month plus
1978 Yamaha 650 1981 Chevy pickup
lot,
42071
8085
deposit,
Special
753-9213
IrellerIPS
rem
Fully
II
1111(..
For sale flat bed trailer
of extras Call 489 2330
No
GENERAL HOME
Career Opportunity
customized. Must sell
Phone 753-3251
9ft. x 10in., 5ft. 10in. Five room house and
1111110.6.MIIMAR
strikes no lay offs Ex
For sale 1965 Chevy REPAIR 15 years ex
753 9844 after 4p.m.
• cellent benefits and
This newly listed
wide. Firm 5400. 753- basement for rent 3
perience.
Carpentry,
pickup 759 9702
"
(1219.
miles from New Con
home offers size, 1979 Yamaha XS11 Call
concrete, plumbing.
Hale Lock Shop for paid training program
cord,
7611
off
753
Hwy
1979
on
Model
Ben
444
white
Gibson
call
interview
For
roofing,
Nice solid oak gun
Sale. Good business due
sliding. NO
quality and loca
JOB TO SMALL Free
to health forced to sell. Pollozh at 247 6867 or SG with case $600 also cabinet, See at Uncle gravel road, school and
1980 Honda Express
tion at a
1973 Shasta camper
bus route. Call 436 2189.
estimates. Days 474
good condition 5250. 12ft
Will train people now in send resume to PO Box Peavy Amp with 'Jeff's Sporting GoOds.
$1200 or best offer 2359. nights
reasonable price. 4 753 5159.
Memory Man foot pedal Portable
474 2276
Lock Smith business. 648 Mayfield. Ky 42066
Smith Corona Six year old 3 bedroom
must sell 759 9673
extra large
and cords so* or $850 Electr4"-20
Contact Hale .Lock
Guttering by Sears
1980 Yamaha GS 250
0, antique near Ken Lake Resort.
for
everything. Call cherry
Shop. 753 5980 90f
bedrooms with
Sears continuous gut
wardrobe, studio Carpeted, AC. water
excellent condition 4500
762 4056.
$1 95
Coldwater RO
ters installed for your
easel, glass oil lamps, furnished
miles, extras. 5895.
huge closets, 2 full
1978 Bass Boat Hydra specifications. Cali
442 5647.
CAR STEREO Pioneer, mirrors Call 436 2237
753 8987.
baths, den with
Sport with 175 Mercury Sears 753 2310
Kenwood. Marantz, Sawdust
Three
bedroom
1
bath,
for free
1982 Yamaha 650 motor
Will deliver.
fireplace. Located
and trailer. Cale' estimate.
Mitsubishi, Sanyo. Pro
•
Heritage Special 3000
Shoemaker Lumber Co. brick central heat•air
after.3
.
00p
m
in
753
2330
fessiona I installation. Hwy 22
Bagwell
Manor
Coleman
Real Estate
Inferior Exterior Rain
miles S1800. 1976 Monza
North McKinzie,
Sunset Boulevard Music Tenn. 901-352
near shopping.
ting. $5 hour 10 years
1 -2 510,00 753 7780 after
5177, after Property Management
We need one good
Dixieland Center 5p.m_
753-9898
5p.m.
experience
Priced
901-352
convenience,
in
Jim
.Call 436
1632.
your
the
For
$60's.
Chestnut St. 753-0113.
reliable person to help
2166.
For sale 73 Kawasaki
Seasoned Firewood $18 Two bedroom newly
KOPPERUD
Sinter from our Sties Dept
Calimazoo
decorated
electric
house, 3
K & K STUMP REMO
us in our kitchen. You
500 good condition. 753
rick, $23 deliver
will be st our showroom
REALTY - 753guitar with harmyner Calloway
miles east of Murray.
VAL. Do yOu need
9701 ask for Mike.
436 5806.
must be able to work
from 6 30 PM to II:00 PM
1222.
amplifier. $150
Barn, pasture, and out
Call
stumps
removed from
Tiesdoy.
Seasoned saw mill building.
on Mondays
from 4 AM to 10AM
753 8555
1 month de
ROBINSON
your yard or land
slabs. Pickup truck load
Thersdsys sod Frielsys
48,
posit. $250 a month rent. Western cedar 3
Monday thru Friday.
cleared
of stumps? We
bed
$6.50, large truck $20 for 753-1463.
can remove stumps up
room 2 bath home, with 4 new Goodyear
Apply in person
loose slabs. Located
PUIDONS, OLDSMOBILE,
INFLATION
to 24 inches below the
DAY
P225 75R 15,n steel be
spacious living area and
near New Concord_ Call
Wednesday or ThursPONTIAC. CADILLAC
ground, leaving only
extremely functional lted radials mounted on
753 7531.
PRICES
1406W. Main
day at Dixie Cream
sawdust and chips. Can
kitchen. Central heat. chrome wheels with
763-5315
On
Victoria
Pioneer,
200
tomato
Sony,
50
x
Commercial
80
for free estimates Bob
Donuts, Chestnut.
0xtra room to work and spoke wire hub caps
juicer 525.99, grape building in city limits.
Sanyo, Majestic,
Kemp 435 4343 or Bob
play. Triple garage with Cost $750, will sell for
Street, Between 10
spiral $6.99,berry available Oct *I for
Kemp Jr 435 4319.
$450
Also
2utside
storage,I
4
11x15in
10
Marautz
car
stereos.
screen 58.99. Walle-n lease. Equipped with 3 beautiful wooded acres. Grand Prix 4'wheel
AM and 1 PM, ask for
Lake Refrigeration Air
World of Sound
Hdw. Paris, Tenn.
phase electric natural Located on paved road, drive tires $120. Call 30 years experience.
Susan.
conditioners, small ap
1 pa le,me 72 wets e hresee•st
House, barn, and gar
gas heat. Offices and Hwy 444, Only $38,900. 753 7827.
pliances
repaired. 474
age building
Repair
753-5865
overhead door. Ideal for Come make an offer
8841.
Import Auto Salvage and additions rtryrre
°Linter help wanted
1974 12 x 40 Guerdon automobile repair Or Call Spann Realty As
New and used auto trailers
.136 2253
.me auto experience
semi furnished $3100. service business. 753 soc 753 7724
parts. Open 8 5
3949,
','Quired. Come by Auto CAR STEREO Pioneer, Phone 606 672 3479
Mon. Sat. Automotive
Kenwood, Mar antz,
,hack. between 2p.m
All Types, 15
transmissions $65 ex
1974 12 x 70, 2 large A 1000 Sq. Ft. retail
Aiumisem Service Co
Sanyo.
and 4p m. No phone Mitsubis
years experience, all
sq. ft.640
of floor
bedrooms, 22 x 12 living
radiators$20
$in
NO
Ilmmilum
ad
'There are hut
fessional installation. room,
calls please
exchange, starters and
2 full bathes, lease in the Bel Air
work guaranteed. Don
spate in this nearly ell
Sunset Boulevard Music underpinning
custom
trim
stork
Wanted. Mature, re
.i. a few.things
alternators $20
and front Shopping Center. Con
no
steel and concrete comWilkerson, 489-2580
sponsible adult to keep 5 Dixieland Center porch. Nice. Call 492 tact Iry Tick Realty,
Relertsces Call Will El
change. Deposit re
left in life that can
mercial building, Located
or 345-7602.
Paducah, Ky. 444 7755.
month old baby, in our Chestnut St. 753 0113
quired without an ex
8879 after 6p.m.
Bailey. 1510689
guarantee as many
in a prime area of Blur
change. Call 474 1325.
home_ Must have re
Want to Lease small
1976
bedroom,
bath,
2
2
happs returns as
ferences. Write PO Box
ray. Less than ten years
on
acre lot with farm with good house
• • tl • the ones 1040D Murray,
APPLIANCE
Volkswagon parts, tune
outside storage Central and stock barn
old- ideal for large
4/071
2997
436
Kenmore,. \
BL
you'll get with 1. •.S.
K C PP
up. break lobs, rebuilt SERVICE
E4 h G heat and air with wood
business or rent half and
Westing
house. Commercial, Indust
motors
435
stove.
4172
Want two persons, men
753 2534, 753 0226.
Sayings Bonds,
use half.
Whirlpool
20 years rial. Residential, also
or
women,
prefer
over
1.ike guaranteed
12 x 65 Two bedroom, 2
experience. Parts and Patching and Seal
49.
40 Base salary 5180 a
full baths, outside stor
Hickory Lane Stables
interest realm'.
service Bobby Hooper Coating Phone 751.1537
week plus bonus. Must
Call us at
age, underpinned, nice_ horse stalls and riding
1956 Chevrolet 2 door Bob's
Appliance Ser
Guaranteed tax benefits. have automobile. Call
Need work on your
with extra parts Needs vice 202
E-12 Fox Meadows, lessons available. 759
S. 5th St
753 2654
And 'all hacked by the
trees? Topping, prun
paint. $785. Also clean 7 5 3
753'5350
4588 or 753 7637,
4 8 7 2 . ing. shaping,
most solid guarantee of
complete
fishing boat and trailer 753
8886(home)
removal and more Call
$650. Call 489-2595.
all. America.
Asphalt driveways and BOVER'S TREE
Man seeking a job
1968 Camero best offer
A 2 or 3 bedroom new AKC Cocker puppies
So when you're
parking lots sealed by SERVICE for Pro
•
Phone 753.3914
driving tractor, trailer
Call 753 0009
furnitureand carpet, buff and black 575 Male
Sears
For free es
(asking to get ow more experienced.
fessional tree care_
759 9587.
air conditioned. $85. to Beagle 2 years old. Also
1imates call 753 2310
753 8536.
than you put in. take a
$150. per month. Shady stud service for AKC
Will do lawn work Call
Refrigeration and Air
Realtors
look at '.S. Savings
Oaks 753-5209'
anytime, 436 2226.
1978 Buick, 4
Cockers and Beagles
Condition
Service and
uminum and
iny
Bonds. You'll he happier Will sit with elderly. Firewood cut to order.
Village Hwy. 641 14.
For rent 3 bedroom Phone 492 8861
Repair.
doors,
excellent
Central air. Air
siding and Aluminum
trailer. 753 9240.
with the returns. Many Have references
AKC German Shepherc
Murray. Ky.
per rick. Call
Call 525
conditioners cleaned
condition. Local
trim for all houses. It
753 9444.
436 2292.
Nice 2 bedroom trailer puppies 60 champions,
times over,
Gas up on air con
stops painting.
For sale 3 wheel for rent near Murray. also guard dogs and
ditioners 523.436 5536
car extra extra
Registered
Eskimo
No
pets.
489 2611.
bicycle. Can be ridden
Jack Glover
Roy's Carpenter Shop
44.
sharp, 301
Spitz 502 554 2153
custom wood working
Want to buy any type with or without motor. One bedroom 1 i2 miles
Tak
LOT
Excellent
AK
condition
IN
C
SHERWOOD
Register
from
ed
MSU
engine,
$100
good
per
gas
cabinet
airconditloner that
tops kitchen
Basket on rear. Ideal
month. Unfurnished or Doberman puppies FOREST
Build and Repair cabinets remodeling
needs repair Call Dill's
.stocieik;.,.0•7
milage, loaded.
for shopping. Can be semi•furnished. 606 672 championship Nice wooded residential
tobacco barns
Free additions-;nSuranee
Electric 753 9104.
bloodline. 759 4588 or lot 1100' x 3001. Located
at 1506 3479
estimate Call 435 4347
mAmerica. Want to buy a small seen
Canterbury.
on Nottingham Drive. A
753 7637.
CARPET-Ci..E4toruc,
Attari with a pac man
753-7113
good buy at ONLY
For sale AA Kirby and
,i
- ee Estimates
casette. Call 753-8200.
Will clean carpets,
4,900.00 KOPPERUD
Electrolux vacuum
Responsible party seeks
.•istied references.
REALTY
753,1222
windows also clean
cleaners, with at
bedroom
•i (:)ra Steam or Quick
do
peas
sa
slf
tachments. Good as rent
and wax hard wood
You Won
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t Believe
Cleaning
m
or west anf
c$
k4
pick,
1974 Cadillac excellent 0 r
. ly.5o3u
we
new. Call Paris 901 642
floors. Satisfaction
within 5 to 7 miles of 8690.
condition. Loaded. 436- (Upholstery Cleaning'
7473
Beautiful home in Lynn 2997.
The Bargains You
Murray city limits
Lee's Carpet Cleaning
guaranteed.
Watermelons any
Grove 3 bedroom, living
Girls beige coat size 14 753 2266 before 5p.m.
753 5827
amount
Mrs. Pete room, dining
1974 cutlass Salon re
room and
in
n
Valentine 641 4439.
latively
low mileage
kitchen combination.
locket size 11 120
Garage also carport. Automat,c, ai
436 5606
Save Mone, Hai.e
Mini
Classified
asonably priced in good
Central
heat
and air,
carpets cleaned in
Golf clubs for sale or
condition. Call 753 2350
ROOF
wood
burning
stove,
2
,
August
for only 10 cents
trade for women's set
Section
Storage Space
extra lots with new 1974 Mustang II excel
PROBLEMS?
square foot References
-prirr:2 Call 759 9580 or 753 1812
lent condition $1550
garage in back. lm
For Rent
request
on
insured
•
,01
,
Helium
'
Balloons
a
on
Need
a
second
opi•
Will trade See at 1803
The Murray
Sat, Aug 14
mediate possession. 759
753 4758
T ----te-• -can Jeff
string for sale 9 and
•
College Farm Road
.,ion' Build-up or .,-ee-rsttnta
4702.
??'
til
0015
753
11'n
sizes
Assorted
Imes
Residential. Local
For Sale By Owner: 2 1975 Dodge Dart for
Brown's Clean-up
Colors for birthdays,
Will do yard work. and
bedroom, aluminum sale 31000 actual miles
anniversaries, and all
referonces. Call Hugh
hedge trimming
cut
Shop 94 East
siding, kitchen, dining Call 759 1303.
ociaibsions. 753 0817
and remove dead
Outland, 759-1718 or
Goodyear
letwhite
room,
living room, full 1977 Mercury Marquis
Near University. 2 be
hedge Call 753 0712 or
753.8076.
bath. Stove and re
loaded with extras.
ter tires 10-100
753 3534.
frigerator, fully car
Mitchelin tires. 1980
large living room, kit
series -15 inch with
Will sharpen hand saws
peted,
electric
Pontiac
chen, bath with shower
floor
Lemans V 6
circ
OA, SAWS
And
white spoke Ford
furnace, low electric engine with cruise, air
and ample closet space
bills_ Be an ideal in
ps pb. 753 7310.
wheels, dishes,
vestment
or couple
dishwasher and garb
clothes different
Located at 204 S. 11th St. 1978 Datsun 510 4 door
age disposer
Has
odd
sizes,
and
C.B.s
L
TOO FAT?
Low 20's. Call 753 7534 tan with tan velour
washer dryer hookup
Or 753 1880 after interior. AM FM cass
Central heat and air.
ends.
ette. air, 4 speed. 58.000
•
5 00p.m
Low utility costs 753
miles. Excellent condi
7114 before 5: 30.
Owner wants an offer on tion 53,650 753 7400
or
Available Sept 1
a 3 bedroom Brick home
-753 9463
on an acre located on
One bedroom efficiency
Highway 94 East $23.
apartment partial I Pardon' i Thurman090. KOPPER (JO
' utilities paid Prefer
Insurance L
REALTY 753 I/12
girls No pets Rent is
Real Estate
$95 a month plus deSouthside Court Sq
posit 753 9741
Murray, Kentucky
One bedroom apart
At
ment Hamlot North
763 4 4 5 1
Carpet. range. re
Semi Basement
frigerator, disposal, Three bedroom
1977 T -Bird,
spa(
.
House, 3' 1 acres fulprivate patio
Lease ion family room 1 acre
,ip sr_
white with red
ti.:yrt.
required, .A0 pets Call lot
ly fenced with outLocated minutes
ALTERNATE PLANS
trim, mint condion
buildings. Has trailer
Tak
• 0
INDIVIDUALIZED COUNSELING
bedroom
75n3e1554)°rl5
Possible
3 75b5arnent
South
n6
9se
tn Mur
e
4 r1
S
I rom
owner
v
tion,
hookup
mileage.
low
and city
"svsal .,apartinent f urn shed
'
s figabcing lo twat-1680
water Coll 753 4094
nice, clean, quiet, utility buyer , Offeri.ed• at $15
753-7113.
CALL
merica. plta319d, adults Gall 753 000. Call Spann Realty
anytime $23.500
Assoc 753 7724
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Mrs Ethel Hargis.
mown as "Grandma" to
h er family and friends.
ed today at 6:47 a.m at
he, home at 300 South
12ti St She was 97 years
of !e.
He r husband. 5.1.
Hargi s. died Dec. 20. 1939.
and . i daughter, Dr
Sarah I largis, died Oct. 6,
1981.
Born 'Lug. 12, 1884. in
Stewart County. Tenn.,
she was t he daughter of

Mrs. Ethel Hargis
the late Thomas Taylor
and Zepora Westie Burnous Taylor.
She is survived by two
daughters, Mrs. Pearl
Allmond. Aberdeen,
Miss., and Mrs. Mary
Dunaway. Evansville,
Ind.; four sons. Frank
Hargis, 1205 Poplar St.,
Thomas Hargis, Paris,
Tenn.. Henry Hargis, 306
South 12th St.. and Billy
Hargis, Gilbertsville.
Also surviving are 13
grandchildren, 39 greatgrandchildren and nine
great -greatgrandchildren.
Mrs. Hargis was probably the oldest member
of the Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ where
services will be conducted Thursday at 2
p.m.
Burial will follow in
Murray Memorial
Gardens. In charge of arrangements is J.H. Chur
chill Funeral Home
„where friends may call
after 2 p.m. Wednesday.

Wimberley
rites today
es for Mrs.
Pauline Wimberley are
today at 2 p.m. at Mt.
Zion Church of Christ,
Buchanan. Tenn.
Burial will follow in the
church cemetery.
Ridgeway Morticians of
Paris. Tenn.. is in charge
of arrangements.
Mrs. Wimberley, 73,
widow of Edward
Wimberley, died Sunday
at Henry County General
Hospital. Paris.
She is survived by: two
sisters. Miss Marglle
Rogers. Buchanan.
Tenn.. and Mrs. Virginia
Davis, Millington, Tenn.:
three brothers, Edward
Rogers, Paris. Prince
Rogers, Humboldt,
Tenn., and Ford Rogers,
Buchanan.

Stock market
.282,

Industrial Ver&Rt
Cr Produris
Amerwan Motors
Ashland
Antencan LeRlahnric
Molder
pliant
Font.
G A.F
Gown Drisarri
General Motors
General Tire
Goodrich
Goodyear
Golf On
Honk.
IBM
1 rPenney
.tence
K -Mart
Pertwalt
,
Quaker oat.
,
.
Teta
7'S TAN.n.r.
Wai-Mar
Wend, •
Wetter.
F Yield

13 67
- 'ornerier? by First •4

ti l'he Assqciated Press
4nti-nuclear activists
around the nation and in
the nation's capital Monday marked the 37th anno.ersary of the U 5
atomic bomb attack on
Fred E Cooper, 63, Nagasaki. Japan. by
formerly of the I.ynn
G r-ove and Coldwater
community. of Berkley,
Mich . died Monday at 3
a.m. at William BeauFRANKFORT, Ky.
mom Hospital, Royal
- Continued
AP
Oak. Mich
political maneuvering in
He was a member of attempts to keep open 10
Central Freewill Baptist locks on the Kentucky
Church. Berkley, and an River could hurt KenArmy veteran of World tucky in other areas, a
state commerce official
War II.
wanrs.
Born June 13. 1919. in
Tom Grissom, exCalloway County, he was ecutive assistant to the
the son of the late Will Secretary of the CornCooper and Maudie Arm- merce Cabinet, says the
strong Cooper
political fighting on the
Mr. Cooper is survived locks
using up imporby his wife, Mrs. Rebecca tant I.O.U.'s and sends a
Wilkerson Cooper, confusing message to
Berkley; one daughter. Washington on how we
Mrs. David
want water resource
Marilyn
Woehler, and two grand- funds spent."
Grissom says there is a
sons. Freddie and Greg
Woekiler. Puyallup. limited amount of funds
for several water
Wash,
resource projects in KenAlso surviving are one
sister, Mrs. R.C. 1Rutt0 tucky and the projects
are beginning to compete
Sheridan, Rt. 7, Mayfield,
with each other behind
Coldwater community;
f our brothers, J . T. the scenes for those
funds.
Cooper, Mayfield, 011ie
Grissom made his
Cooper, Rt. 1, Lynn.
remarks Monday to a
Grove community, Hersubcommittee on
man Cooper, Clearwater,
economic development of
Fla.. and Rex Cooper, Rt.
the Special Task Force on
2, Penny community.
the Kentucky River.
The funeral will be FriThe Task Force was
day at 11 a.m. in the created by the legislature
chapel of Max Churchill to study means of keeping
Funeral Home. The Rev, the upper 10 locks on the
R.J. Burpoe will officiate. Kentucky River open.
Burial will follow in SinkThe Army Corps of
ing Spring Cemetery.
Engineers announced
Friends may call at the plans last year to perfuneral home after 4 p.m. manently close locks 5
Thursday.
through 14. The Corps
was later convinced to
open five of the locks on
EINSTEIN
weekends this summer.
Grissom said he is conPhysicist Albert Einstein arrived in the United vinced the Corps will not
States in 1933 as a refugee back away from its plans
"and don't expect the
from Nazi Germany.
federal government to
keep them open year to
year simply as a request

Fred Cooper
Leo Morris'
dies; rites
rites today
F to be Friday
c

at

:2

p in at the McCracken
County Cemetery.
Paducah John Sams is
officiating
•
Lindsey Funeral Home
of Paducah is in charge of
arrangements
Mr Morris. 67, died at
approximately 8 p.m.
Saturday at Broadview
Hotel, Paducah.
He is survived by one
daughter, Mrs. Jim Paul
and six grandchildren,
Louisville: four sisters.
Mrs Wilson Hughes.
Mrs. William 0. Boone,
Mrs. Edward Chadwick
and Mrs. James McClain; two brothers. A.G.
Morris and Kenneth Morris

Norvan Kemp
dies at home;
rites planned

Stork Market

Dropping of bomb recalled by many

OBITUARIES

Mrs Hargis
dies; funeral
on Thursday

('

1 349C

James Norvan Kemp,
74. died Monday at his
home in Akron,Ohio.
The deceased had
retired as a LincolnMercury dealer in Akron.
Born April 22, 1908, in
Calloway County, he was
the son of the late Clint
Kemp and Eula Dodds
Kemp.
He is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Lucille Buxton
Kemp, two daughters,
Mrs. Kay Hayn and Mrs.
Nedra Yamokoski, and
four grandchildren. all of
the Akron area.
Also surviving are one
sister, Mrs. John B.
Agnes
Watson, Murray; three brothers, Fred
Hemp, St. Petersburg,
Fla., Harlan Kemp, Lynn
Grove, and J.C. Kemp,
Rt. 1: several nieces and
nephews.
,
Funeral and burial services will be conducted
Thursday in Akron.

Actions could hurt

Lightfoot still writing
BrMARY CAMPBELL/ .
AP Newsfeatures Writer
prefer to keep things
moving along." Gordon
Lightfoot says. "I try- to
write new material all the
time, to keep things moving, and try to change as
much as I can within a
certain framework,
"I do a lot of rock tunes
now. I don't lean on
everything we've ever
done. If I go and play rock
'n' roll, the record cornpany starts to get uptight.
So we try to keep it down
to a dull roar.
Ri g ht now,
'Blackberry Wine' on the
latest album is really
raucus. I want to write
more of that stuff."
Lightf oot's latest
album is -Shadows,"
released in February. It's
his 11th LP for Warner
Brothers,
I.ightfoot started, and
is still identified with, the
folk-music movement. He
made his first album in
1966 for United Artists..
Before that. the Canadian
folk duo Ian and Sylvia -who had gone to hear him
sing in a bar - recorded
one of his songs. Ian
Tyson played some
Lightfoot compositions
for Peter Yarrow, and
Peter. Paul and Mary
recorded "For Lovin'
Me" and "Early Morning
Rain."
The native of Orilla,
Ontario, wrote his first
song at 17, about hula
hoops. A man at BMI in
Toronto rejected it but
told him he had promise
and to keep trying.
I.ightfoot says the encouragement made a difference.

staglio, demonstraUons base
side itesessai institute,
Settemidetk
One group, calling which conducts weapons meniorial service on the
that ranged from a sy nthetic blood bombing to itself the Midwest Life research
Capitol steps. and heard
Community, walked
vigiLs
In Piketon, Ohio, four Susan O'Leary recall her
Several protesters quietly onto Offutt Air members of a group of 20 parents' memories of the
were arrested and more Force Base, Neb., home protesters ended a 3'7- bombing of Hiroshima
than 50 were briefly de- of the Strategic Air Com- day vigil and fast by
Ms. O'Leary was 8
tained on an Air Force mand, at precisely 11:02 violating a warning sign months old at the time
a.m., the time the atomic and walking onto the She said her father had
bomb exploded above grounds of a uranium told her later he saw
Nagasaki on Aug. 9, 1945, enrichment plant. The heaps of bodies and nakkilling about 75,000 peo- four, members of the ed, dazed people who
ple.
•
Ohio Nuclear Freeze were hideously burned.
to do us a favor."
The 50-plus protesters Campaign, a coalition of
In Atlanta, activists oc"I am not sure it would walked by a
checkpoint to groups, ignored orders to cupied fallout shelters at
day any good and it might a spot
about 30 feet stop their trespass, knelt the Atlanta City Hall, the
hurt in other areas," beyond
the gate, then in prayer then departed.
Fulton County CourGrissom said.
Joined arms and sang
Program coordinator thouse and Georgia State
"Everytime you ask a before Air
Force police Sara Kirschenbaurn said University to criticize
favor it costs you escorted them
away. the plant, operated by civil defense plans and
something," Grissom They were
questioned Goodyear Atomic Corp., commemorate the
said.
and released.
is integrally involved in Nagazsaki attack.
Grissom said the state
In Washington, D.C., 13 the preparation for
In California, the
should develop a total people were arrested
for nuclear war, but Alliance for Survival and
cost for keeping the locks throwing a red substance
Goodyear spokesman Interfaith Committee for
open and identify poten- symbolizing
blood on Tim L. Matchett denied Peace co
-sponsored an
tial sources of revenue.
pillars fronting the that the uranium was be- evening candelight vigil
"We can no longer take Department
of Defense. ing enriched for use in outside the Seal Beach
the Kentucky River for They were
among about nuclear weapons.
Naval Weapons Station
granted and must realize 40 members
of a group
The Piketon obser- south of Long Beach.
It is not a free good," calling itself the
Atlantic vance began about 8:15
In Port Gamble, Wash.,
Grissom said.
Life Community that p.m. Friday and ended at protesters sat in small
Grissom said the most demonstrated at the
Pen- 11:02 a.m. Monday, boats in fog at the head of
hope for federal financial tagon.
marking the dropping of Hood Canal as they.'
help might be a one-time'" In New York
City, the nuclear bombs on awaited the arrival of the
pool of preservation Rev. Daniel Berrigan
Hiroshima, killing about first Trident nuclear sub
funds.
was arrested as he and 59 150,000 people, and at its new home at the
He suggested the sub- other people
tried to Nagasaki. .
Bangor Naval Submarine
committee look into the block access to
the RiverIn Madison, Wis.. about Base.
possibility of the Kentucky Water Resources
THESE MARKET REPORTS ARE SPONSORED BY
Authority issuing bonds,
which might be retired
through user fees.
John Snnither, director
'<LINT KELLEY - MAYFIELD, KY
247-0673 or 1.800.592.3488
of the Division of Water in
the Natural Resources
and Environmental Protection Cabinet, agreed
LOUISVILLE, Ky Al'! I USDA
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that the Water Resource Estimated
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weighty dairy breds up to 41 00. canner Federal-Stale
The issues of the locks and
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861 2541 75
sources of water by
several communities and
industries.

The day after Lightfoot
opened the summer "On
the Pier" series on the
Hudson River, he spoke
about the concert with
calm professionalism.
"I think 75 percent of
the people had never seen
us before. It was a
general event, not like
when you draw your
usual fans. They were
still nailing the place
together when we got
there, putting in a new
sound system. It was
almost like being in the
circus. Put up the tent
and you're all set to go.
"We had a lot of wind.
The band's guitars
wouldn't stay in tune. We
broke strings. It was
tough. But it worked out
real well. At outdoor
shows, you're always
fighting the weather. I've
got a lot of lungs. I just
keep pumping it out. You
rest; you don't give concerts all the time. When
you're up there, it is like
playing football. You go
out there and give it
everything you've got.
"I'm a full tryer."
I.ightfoot thinks "The
Wreck of the Edmund
Fitzgerald" is his most
popular song. "I wrote it
in Toronto. I read an article about it in the Nov. 20,
1975, Newsweek."
He didn't expect the
song to be a hit. "For one
thing. it's six and a half
minutes long. It's a very
good song, though. It has
the guitar work and the
aver-all feel. It's a topical
song, which is difficult to
handle. I'm getting back
into topical songs. I
haven't written one in
three or four years "
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Hog market
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